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The Conquest of the Air

Most of us are today thinking of air power in terms of military aggression. But upon others rests the responsibility of determining which of the by-products of war will in peacetime represent permanent scientific progress. In the aftermath of the first World War a complete and revolutionary change took place in most of our methods of communication and transportation. And the change was very marked too in our philosophies of medicine and psychology.

A prominent psychologist has observed that the present world conflict offers the greatest opportunity that has ever existed in the field of psychology. With abnormal conditions compounding rapidly, man's ingenuity is taxed to meet the demands of vastly increased necessities.

In the sphere of medicine, psychology belongs to the arts of the air, just as surely as do aviation, radio, television, and its by-product, radar. Transportation and communication developments are thought of as belonging to the physics sciences of the air, but already radar is being experimented with as a therapeutic agent.

Radar, now being harnessed to pierce clouds, mists, and fogs for the purposes of war, is going to be important in postwar industry. This device, which increases our effectiveness in destroying today, will result in a marked saving of life, property, and health in the field of postwar transportation alone. It is entirely possible that radar can be applied to the private automobile, and the most careless driver will then have a very hard time causing an accident, for radar is already seen as a means of preventing and curbing carelessness, inefficiency, and eliminating a certain percentage of unavoidable accidents due to the congestion of our living.

Throughout the years to come we are sure to be enriched by a peacetime application of the ingenuity developed in these strenuous and difficult days. Already a great many people are thinking in terms of this postwar period of reconstruction. And it is good to think in those terms, but it is also important to bear in mind that the postwar period is not yet here. Confronted with innumerable difficulties and complexities that
must be solved now, the postwar world is the escape mechanism of the moment. We can properly be looking ahead to a more rosy future, but one eye should very definitely be kept on present conditions with the vision not only embracing experience, but with our minds weighing and observing as the basis for intelligent thinking.

The conquest of the air in terms of the military is one thing; a far greater concern is with the challenge of the air as the next great unsolved mystery of human life. As the basis of further research we have exhausted very largely the potentials of matter. By ingenious devices we have come to the position of having pursued matter to its ultimate; we can go no farther in the breaking down of physical substance and the analysis of its content; these physical substances have already been pursued to the point where they vanish. With no further division possible, where even a reasonable hypothetical division is exhausted in stimulated lines of thinking, we are beginning to realize that these material particles, the minutest of physical substances, are suspended in Bennett.

A mysterious, invisible substance in the air about us is the medium which supports and sustains, vitalizes, preserves, and organizes into pattern and disintegrates out of pattern, these invisible, minute substances, which are suspended as though in some strange and subtle fluid.

We are beginning to know as a scientific certainty that the air is not a mere emptiness. We are beginning to realize that this substance we call atmosphere is nearly every raw material element we now get from the earth, our lives. For in order to protect it, a large part of civilization itself must live on in drudgery, routine, and monotony, deprived of enjoyment of the arts and trades which they produce, deprived of any spiritual or intellectual culture for themselves.

It is not to be supposed that the average person realizes the amount of work, sacrifice, suffering, and time, that goes into our most simple commodity or a convenience we enjoy. A whole world must labor in order to supply us with many of the things we buy in stores. And this immense amount of drudgery must continue until new sources of raw material are discovered. We know about the coal mineral; how the larger part of his life is spent under the earth in hazard, with the certainty of a considerable percentage of casualties, and that his entire community life reflects occupational limitations and physical frustrations.

We know that agriculturists and stock raisers must spend a large part of their lives in routine work which offers very little opportunity for the development of abstract thinking. As civilization moves along, these arduous tasks and difficult problems must be changed and solved, in order to give the race an opportunity to fulfill its destiny.

We are called idealists and abstractists if we dream of a time when a large part of human life will be relieved of drudgery. Men at large can not see at the moment how we can have a paradise on earth where the happiness of all is assured, because today the happiness of the few is guaranteed by the toil of the many. But it seems to me that the answer to a large part of the problem of slavish toil lies in the conquest of one element, the air.

The possibility is a very good one that nearly every raw material element we require for a successful civilization can be released from the atmosphere. Air can be placed under pressure and transformed into a solid. Such solids contain an immense amount of precious minerals, chemicals, nearly all things necessary for fuel, nearly all the substances that are necessary for the preservation of life. It should be possible to mine the air; it is reasonable to expect that we can extract from the atmosphere practically every element we now get from the earth, the vegetable kingdom, and the animal kingdom. Food is in the air. Various types of fuel, vitamins, all the mysterious concentrates of chemistry exist in a free form in the air. The interesting possibility suggests itself that if at this time in our evolution we were able to extract these substances by development of scientific equipment, that gradually through the development and release in ourselves, of our own alchemical processes, ultimately the human being could completely sustain himself through contact with the air.

Nutrition can come from the space about us. This space under pressure can be formed into substances that can be woven into clothing. Space elements can be ultimately transformed practically everything that is necessary to sustain us. As time goes on, with man verging more and more toward this air element, he can establish a new
way of life in which there will be less
and less limitation, a minimum of the
old drudgery. We will have a cleaner
world, not one heavy with the smoke
of factories. Gradually there can de-
velop that more perfect type of race
which Socrates described as divine, when
men shall have more of leisure, more of
opportunity, in freedom from the ele-
ment of uncertainty concerning raw ma-
terials; once we know that these are
erternally available. The wealth that is
beneath various continents and nations
will no longer be a temptation for earth
conquest and aggression. Nature in its
eternal wisdom will stand revealed as
having rendered ever available to us all
that which is necessary to the survival
of all.

Right now, America has more than
three-fourths of the total accumulated
gold of the earth. Years and lives have
been spent in gathering this precious
substance from mines and river beds.
Prospectors have gone out, suffered and
died in the wilderness, so that some of
them could come back bringing little
bags of precious dust, the value of which
is almost entirely psychological, although
it does make attractive bookbinding, and available than we realize., is certainly
our mother, the earth. We take it out of
Theoretically and inevitably in a thou-
sand years or ten thousand years, these
great supplies of raw material upon
which we now depend will be exhausted.
Factually and actually they will be ex-
hausted much sooner than they should
be, because with our eyes to the profits
we have never used the basic material
we have to the greatest advantage. We
are much more interested in burning
coal than we are in conserving coal;
we are much more interested in burning
gasoline than we are in getting all the
potential value out of that gasoline. A
large percentage of the power of gaso-
line pulls out of the exhaust pipe in the
back of an automobile in the form of
an unpleasant and lethal gas. This
power waste should not be; there is not
the slightest doubt that by proper and
thoughtful development, gasoline could
be refined and adapted for automotive
machinery that would give us ten or
twenty times the present use-power of
this important fuel. But instead of
keeping it as long as we can in the
form of natural resources, we are spend-
ing it as quickly as we can in terms of
present profit.

Nature takes millions of years to make
our natural resources, and we view them
as expendable and use them up as rapidly
as we can, to climax a riotous speed
in a crisis such as war, a social cataclysm
wholly man-created. One of these days
we are due to wake up to the realiza-
tion, "Coal is gone, petroleum is gone."
Timber will continue to grow, but most
of the raw materials we need from
beneath the surface of the earth are in
levels extensive but relatively shallow.
The great aozic core of the globe itself
is not loaded with these precious re-
sources, they are in a thin strata near the
surface of the earth.

If this time comes upon us, will it
mean the destruction of civilization as
we know it? Certainly not. Long be-
fore these resources are gone they will
become obsolete. Man will always adapt
himself to his environment, and Nature
in its eternal wisdom has always sup-
plied the human creature and all other
creatures with the capacity of adapta-
tion. Regardless of what happens on
the earth—when its resources are ex-
husted, if its temperature and climate
changes, if every relationship of space
changes, if every relationship of space.
In every generation we will try to shift
our base to a more advantageous place
on earth and to a more comfortable
place in our hearts.
Year ago I saw in a curious manuscript which passed through my hands (unfortunately I did not make a copy of it) the invention on paper—never actually constructed—of a planetary motor. It was a very sensitive device conceived on the principle that the motion of the planets around the sun could be the basis of a universal power. The inventor saw the possibility of a very delicate mechanism devised to make use of the magnetic pull of the planet, slight as it may be, and thus would be set up a perfect reproduction of the planetary motion; the result would be perpetual motion. It was a very daring and intriguing thought. The inventor's basic hypothesis was, a mechanism attuned to the order of the planets in the solar system, if it were sensitive enough, like a radio, could be attuned absolutely to planetary motion; from the resultant very minute series of propulsions given to this device by the planets a very slight motion could be produced, which would, however, be constant. This slight motion could then be developed through mechanical gearing and extension to a much more powerful type of motion. This is just one of those things. But it is indicative of the thought of our time.

The development of the solar furnace is so well known we scarcely need mention it, except to note that an incredible amount of heat suitable for the most elaborate scientific processes can be generated through a series of mirrors, using the sun's rays. This furnace has already reached such a degree of efficiency that a bar of iron, thick as a man's wrist, immediately explodes. When such heat and power concentration is broadly employed it will not be necessary for sweating humans to work under decks stoking furnaces all day long; it will soon not be necessary for great furnaces to tie up the hopes, thoughts, and energy of thousands of humans. It is a certainty that more and more we will come to depend upon Universal sources of supply.

Further in consideration of the space above the earth, we realize that we can lay in the air roadways, pathways. It is becoming more obvious every moment that the most direct and shortest route from one place to another is by air. And too, that this dispatching through space not only escapes the arduous problems of terrain, the roads that must be built about mountains, over great rivers, and along the edges of cliffs, the bridges that must be thrown across mountain streams—great engineering feats of the past will soon belong only to the past; the roadways of the air are the roads of tomorrow.

Leonardo da Vinci dared to dream not only of the aviation we know today, but far beyond that. Many others who in more recent years have been thinking things through realize that it is only a matter of time when most of the transportation of the world, including heavy freight, will pass through the air; and it will no longer be necessary to keep up thousands of miles of steel rail and tie up great fortunes in trains. Some day we will look back upon trains as we now look back upon the horse and buggy, perhaps not forgetting that when we moved from the old family victoria and Victorian span into the present time, we felt we had reached the ultimate. I remember the grief with which these new fangled devices afflicted the conservative Four Hundred of little old New York. When it was observed that the family coachman was going to be transformed into the family chauffeur, there was much grief—these new fangled things would not last, they could not last! "They cannot last because they frighten horses." An automobile in its original form was purchased perhaps not so much because people wanted the automobile, but in self-defense; automobiles in the village or small community frightened all the horses in the community out of their wits, and it was no longer safe to drive to the village church on a Sunday morning. But when the automobile finally had to be accepted, we believed the end was at hand—there could be no further improvement. But there has been. It goes on and on.

There is no end to human ingenuity. If we have one field of possibility the mind searches for another. The human being is an eternal adventurer in space, and he will keep on adventuring until a time far beyond our estimation. The automobile now gives way to the airplane; but this is not the end. It seems as though there were nothing further; but there will be. There is no limitation upon human progress except the limitation man places upon himself, and through generation after generation these limitations are broader; new concepts of limitation take the place of old ones, and we go on to the unknown.

The next natural development in connection with this subject is the organization of our natural resources of electrical power. Fifteen years ago I wrote a little booklet, The Mystery of Electricity, which suggested the possibility of creating in a nation three or four great zones of electrical power. Later, as our faculties in these matters increased, it seemed
socket wherever you wanted it, with no wire connection. You could do this now, of course, while electricians are a bit scarce—but it is only theoretically that this condition has been achieved. Your washing machine, electric iron, and curling iron, will some day all be maintained from a common supply in space. Radio has already shown us it is no longer actually necessary to wire homes for telephones.

The old Atlanteans were credited with having known what we will yet begin to discover; that is, the mysterious agent which Lord Bulwer-Lytton called vast. A small box, six inches square, placed in the midst of the intricate mechanism in the body of a great ship, could move the largest ship ever built, move it through the ocean at a speed of fifty miles an hour or better. The great plants of the Bethlehem Steel Corporation could be energy activated by another little black box. And so, we are almost afraid to approach the mystery of atomic energy. It is believed there is enough atomic energy in one thimbleful of 'empty' air, that if its energy content were completely mined, it could blow the earth off its axis. We do not know. We are dreaming toward these things. But with a very important qualification to the dreams; we must become sufficiently intelligent before the opportunity comes to use this energy. Our first action must not be to blow the earth off its axis.

Two years ago a friend took my book-let on electricity off by himself, and with a slight case of ulterior motive decided he would patent the idea of the radio towers for the transmission of energy. He developed quite an elaborate scheme for the distribution of energy, adequate to take care of our whole industrial production. He attempted then to get a patent, only to discover that several years ago the General Electric Company had covered the whole pattern with a blanket patent. Dreams of a world power system are of moving interest to the most conservative.

So it is coming, coming inevitably; and the great thing that is coming with it is its power to release the lower brackets of human endeavor. Millions of human beings will no longer then be tied up in routine tasks in order to keep intact the superstructure of our civilization. We have built a magnificent superstructure, but we are much in the condition of the old cathedral, described by Col. Ingersol. He said, "Men built palaces to the gods, and underneath them dungeons for men." Our civiliza-tion is a palace, but it is in dungeons that the work is done to keep the palace shining. That is not the answer to civilization, not the releasing of man for his dreams. Our civilization has become a greater burden with every passing year. More and more it has become a great parasite, like the beautiful orchid that takes the very life of the tree to which it attaches itself. To pay for our great structure of vaunted progress we have created races of slaves, and bound them to small tasks, small perspectives, poverty, and suffering, for the whole expectancy of their lives, that we may keep the great structure going.

It is not necessary that the structure itself should come to an end, but it is certainly desirable. We can think in the terms of causing this structure to be preserved by Nature rather than by the constant labor of man. If we can ever get our affairs in harmony with Nature, our laws in harmony with Universal Law, the task is done. We can gear this thing we have built up so perfectly with the universal plan that it will go on not by itself alone, but by the very Universe of which it is a small part.

Then, we can think in terms of the air in relationship to the human being, intimately and personally. As surely as the air is an invisible body about us here in the air life, its mental equivalent is an airy part, the mind, which is the invisible body above the material part.

The air, the broad road of potential travel in the future, is tying the continents together. Only recently it has been announced that with our present equipment it is perfectly possible for a man to have breakfast in New York, lunch in London, and by evening he can easily be in Cairo. Going to bed at Cairo, he can wake up in Bombay. It needs but the conditions of peace for men to very quickly develop a world policy of living.

In the future it will be quite possible for Californians to spend their weekends in Honolulu, and be back bright and early Monday morning. This is quite possible. And only the beginning. Gradually we will begrudge four or five hours travel; we will say, "I can not waste the time from breakfast to lunch in getting to London, life is too precious to waste a few hours of it; so I'll take the Extra Super Special Stratosphere Bullet, by which I can get to London in half of that time for twenty-five dollars extra." That is the way human beings think. And that is the way they will accomplish. For what they think they do. If this to some sounds fantastic, there are many who are beginning to realize that fantasy is only a limitation put upon probabilities.

In this larger, broader pattern of invisible roads, by which distant places are tied together and bound by an intimate network, we will discover the intangible nervous system of the earth. We will realize the life of the earth is not in the earth any more than the real life of man is in his body. And as man lives higher and higher in his personal life, farther from the physical limitations of his own body, so man will live higher and frer from the physical contours of his own planet. "The life of man is gradually moving from the physical to the mental life. The life of the planet is moving from the physical life to the air life, its mental equivalent."

As man moves deeper into the mental sphere of his own existence, he discovers that he is much nearer to traveling by mind, and the route is more direct than to travel by body. He is gradually learning that all the devices and mechanisms which he has invented up to the present time are in some way intimately related to himself. Most of the arts and sciences have originated in the function of the human body. It was from study of the structure of the body of man and other creatures, such as birds, that Leonardo da Vinci devised his dream of the flying machine. It was from the study of the flight of birds that a large part of the best and most efficient designs of our airplanes of today were derived. It is from the study of Nature that we perfect the arts. We do not invent, really: we only gradually develop the wit to see; and what we see about us becomes the basis of our developed contribution to progress.

When we study more and more about the power of the mind, electricity and
all these things, we always search first far off in space. The last place the human being ever looks for anything is in himself. He is always looking elsewhere; but Nature in its wisdom is ever bringing man back to the contemplation of himself.

As we create analogies in our thinking, we go off the deep end in the beginning. First there was the realization that man’s body is like certain scientific, mechanical apparatuses; then along came the scientists who declared man’s body was a machine, and that’s all there was to it. They proved it, but not to themselves, because they did not have the knowledge to understand what they proved; but they did establish certain facts. These mechanisms have since gone the way of all flesh, but their discoveries have become the basis of a greater vitalistic theory, in which man may be a machine.

Dr. Eddington having now come out with the statement that it is necessary to restore mind to Space, means that we must think in terms of intelligent space. We will then begin to appreciate a little more fully the rather terrifying discovery that was announced in the last century in the French Academy. One member got up and declared solemnly that he had been able to prove scientifically there were two kinds of electricity: First, a blind force; and second, an intelligent force, capable of thought, selection, and decision. Well! If we discover electricity to be a thinking thing it might be a little embarrassing if we should discover electricity can think better than we can.

It might be even more than embarrassing. Man might become the servant instead of the master, under the tyranny of use for which he can not control. But, Nature guards against this possibility. The progress of man can not be stopped either by the tyranny of other men, or the tyranny of space. If electricity is an intelligent power, man has within himself the power to outwit it.

Man must go on, but always in a fight for freedom against great titanic forces when he begins to develop them. We think of war now as war between nations; but a few abstract dreamers and a few writers have envisioned it for us in terms of invasion from space. Apparently, the public mind was rather willing to accept the notion; we all remember the famous Orson Welles radio fiasco, “Invasion from Mars.”

There is of course very little likelihood of our being overshadowed by a group of invading planes from other planets. That is not the way invasion will come out of space. It will be invasion in the form of an intelligent energy. And it is quite possible that as we progress we will eventually awaken the sleeping giant; the old words of the Brahmanic scriptures remind us, “In the beginning there were wars in Space in which Beings fought for their places in Time and Eternity.”

So, we may have to defend ourselves against the very energies we discover we do not know what lies out there, and it would not indeed be wise to imagine even for a moment that space goes on merely as a green pasture of power. If there is a world of space, that world is inhabited, inhabited by energies living their own existences, as men live upon the earth. Some day we may have to fight the race that lives along the shores of the air. But maybe by that time we will be wise enough to arbitrate. That may sound fantastic, but it is not. It is something new, different. But it is not unbelievable. The progress we make in a time of war, such as we are in now, brings very much nearer, and very much more rapidly to us these great questions of the larger cosmos.

Adventuring mentally further into space and space dimension, we begin to realize we need a new equipment with which to work. Most of our machinery is not fine enough for space analysis. The only devices that are useful for this type of work involve electrical energy. For the most part our instruments are far too coarse, and are evolved primarily for a physical type of research. Then the question arises, how are we going to make the very machine that Thomas Edison was working on at the time of his death, a telephone to communicate between the worlds? A man of sober, scientific mind like Thomas Edison believed that at some time men would talk with the dead, not through the uncertainty of present mediumship, but by means of a subtle scientific apparatus similar in its significance to the radio, but infinitely finer in its adjustment.

Are we ever going to be able to take steel and wire and make a telephone that enables us to talk to the gods? A little doubtful. It could be, but it remains now a bit on the doubtful side. Struggling for this new instrumentation, struggling desperately to find a device suitable for such a purpose, we are still looking in the wrong direction—for the very thing we are searching for is in man himself! Man himself is the machine that can unite the two worlds.

There is very little virtue in trying to build great laboratories for the perfecting of man machinery. We will go through that process always do; we build great laboratories, make profound investigations, and fifty years later desert them because we have exhausted their potentialities. Ultimately we must come around to man himself; for the human being is the one machine capable of fulfilling the dreams of science; man is the one mechanism by which the whole of cosmos can be systematically explored.

When you accept that one basic truth, you know exactly what the Oriental means by such terms as yoga and vedanta. These mysterious practices, now regarded as part of Oriental religion, are more than control disciplines toward sense knowledge of natural forces; they in reality are a dedication to pioneering the concept that man can discover all things; but in order to discover all things he must perfect himself; and that the perfection of man himself is the one answer to every question man can ask, for it is only by his own perfection he can find the solution to his riddle.

Here is a conception of the ultimate form of travel. The ultimate form of journeying is to travel by shifting the vibratory rate. All things are bound together by vibration rather than by place. Races, continents, planets, all the things that are around us in Nature, exist as separate things because of their vibratory structure. No two races have the same vibratory pattern; no two snowflakes have the same vibratory structure. Any two grains of sand vibrate identically. The vibratory key then, is the secret to the mystery of life of everything that exists. We are a long way from that by which we are divided by vibration; we can not be any distance from that by which we are united by vibratory sympathy. Therefore we may travel to the most distant places, discover the most hidden secrets, release the most concealed power, if by vibration we have the secret of survival. Survival is a matter of vibration. What we call destruction is the setting up of vibration contrary to life—vibration that shatters the pattern of life.

All of this vibration takes place in the polarities of the tiny structures floating in the cosmic planetary and terrestrial rays in space; and also in space there are continents, oceans, rivers, winds, temperatures. And there is the space equivalent to the earth; there is the
space equivalent to water; the space equivalent to air; the space equivalent to fire; and just as surely as this earth can be mapped according to its physical contours, so space can be charted according to its energy contours.

The Ancients described the other world in terms of mountains and valleys, waterfalls and streams. And we have always thought and believed that the old mythologists held the conviction that somewhere in the other world our favorite tree was growing the same as here, when that was not at all what they meant. They knew perfectly well that what we call rays are the rivers of space, equivalent to its energy contours.

This body is necessary for our development here in the mastery of the world form with which we are working in our great study of universal architecture. But more and more we realize we cannot afford as living creatures to overestimate the significance of this world. We cannot regard this physical life as the ultimate fulfillment for our existence. Nearly all the difficulties we suffer from have arisen from this false emphasis. We have made the world too important in the wrong kind of way. We have considered this little planet worth fighting about, dying for; we have considered the exploitation of it a justifiable career. We have held to the firm conviction that the economics and industries which we have built up here are a worthy reason for our existence, thought of ourselves as born very fortunately because we were born into an industrial era. We believe it is a great disaster to die, not because of death itself, but because death renders us no longer capable of engaging in competitive industries. We regret leaving behind us that which we have. The thing we most fear to take with us is what we are.

With the conviction that it is vastly important, we have created a magnificent molehill, which we call civilization. Because we have a great devotion to it. And, like the molehill, because we are not as yet equipped to see above ground, we mistake the darkness of our inner galleries for the light of day.

One day we will begin to escape, and we will find escape very pleasant. We will not be escaping into a condition of terrestrial bliss, but into new problems; but they will be bigger problems, better ones and easier; and we will have more energy to devote to their solving.

As part of that solution we are gradually verging toward the state of physical self-sufficiency. We cannot be physically self-sufficient while our survival involves the lives of others. At the present time hundreds of persons are involved in the life of every individual. Diogenes, contemplating that aspect in the structure of ancient Athens, realized that no human being is really independent; and, of course in his day that dependency was far less than it is today. Our most simple modern conveniences involve and tie up the lives of millions of people. Completely separate the city dweller from all this contact with others, from all this structure of cooperation which sustains us, and he could not survive. The agrarian, the individual whose life is on his land, might survive, but only in certain percentage; because to survive alone it is because he has his own source of water, one of our most common dependencies. Our survival, now intimately associated with the survival of innumerable other persons, is a problem we must solve.

Nature is forcing us to recognition of individual survival. We can not all go back to the soil. Such action is unthinkable, undesirable, and unnecessary. Not only can we go back to the isolated condition of the savage, but to have his own source of water, one of our most common dependencies. Our survival, now intimately associated with the survival of innumerable other persons, is a problem we must solve.

A philosophic truth which we must discover is, that every human being is potentially completely self-sufficient. The only reason man is not self-sustaining today is because he is not aware of what constitutes a sufficiently self-sustaining state. His present idea of independence is to have all the things he wants, have them paid for, and be able to have them repaired as rapidly as they break down. His idea of a normal life today is to have two automobiles for the family, because the family is developing divergent interests. He must have an appropriate home with an appreciable exposure. He must not have a radio; he has a preference for an electric stove—in some cases this is still under discussion—but certainly he wants all the conveniences possible. If he wants a telephone, it is because he must have everything that he needs, and about such ideas as these he has erected his structure of a state of self-sufficient survival. That is why it is impossible to solve this problem—it is impossible for everyone to have everything. Yes, even if we maintain wartime production volume in a postwar world. Even then, we could not all have everything, for everyone cannot afford everything. To have a distribution under our system of living that will assure us that the poorest can have the best, does not add up mathematically.

And furthermore, everyone who wants things does not always know what to do with them when he gets them. The sale of grand pianos in certain districts, particularly in the areas of war materials, factories, is an interesting instance. Individuals are buying two thousand dollar pianos, and when the pianos arrive it is found that the purchasers are living in trailers. Pianos are standing out in the weather, beaten by rain and storms, simply because certain human beings have finally gratified a longtime frustration for a piano. That is typically human. Individuals have wanted many things with all their heart, and when they got them have not had even a place to put them.

These types of problems are ever recurring, and the solution to them will come only when the individual realizes that his security and his self-sufficiency is not involved in paraphernalia.
of the different things wanted is a monument to the absence of some part of himself. We want the thing that we are not. When a sense of lack ceases in us, the desire for external things lessens.

Most of our desired comforts and commodities serve us as crutches. We are very sick from a combination of anemia, dyspepsia, and fatigue. We are not very well and this is not surprising. We have no hope to live unless we are held up on every hand by something. We want to buy a grand piano, not because we can play one superbly, but because we want to own it; in some way we feel that only through such an instrument can we express the inner musical conviction of our souls. We want sea-yachts and highway obstructing land-yachts because we want to travel, to go places. We want things, and things, and things—because we are not anything ourselves.

We cannot walk any longer; we have to ride. It used to be, if we wanted to visit a neighbor to tell him a little local, we could not do anything, but now we have the telephone, which is perception; he will study these as we have a telephone, which is perception; he will study these as we read, and arithmetic. That future day curriculum will probably not advocate the study of basket making, and the little class in clay modeling of animals may no longer be compulsory. The time will yet come when every American citizen, free, white and twenty-one, will have knowledge of his extra-sensory perceptions; he will study these as we study languages. At first, only a certain percentage of human beings will develop perceptions through three or four additional senses; the rest will come trailing along. But no one wants ever to be left out; and those persons who would not care to develop the extra-sensory perceptions for the sake of their immortal souls, will do so because their neighbors have. In some distant day when thoughts can be transmitted from one place to another—as is occasionally accomplished in the Orient today, merely by the simple process of visualizing the person to whom the thought is directed, in that way tuning in on the electrons of that individual—when that is perfected, as it will be, what will the telephone be?
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Man will in time live as a god; he will still work, but he will not work for profit, and he will not work for fame. He will work to explore still other lives. His great task is not working; his final task is to grow. It is the man who grows most rapidly who fulfills most perfectly his destiny. And the chance will come to us to grow further out and further in—out into space, and into ourselves. Little by little external things will fall away.

Some years ago a well known European writer said, "The great failing of mythology, the proof that mythology as written by the Ancients was fable, is because no mythological writer ever wrote of the mechanics of the lives of the gods. How did they live? Who cooked for them? Who dusted their stoods? Who took care of their essential problems? Who laundered the toga of Zeus?" Now, there is a question! The books do not tell us, but we can suspect that the mythologist was wise, for he would have been a very fragile mythologist, indeed, if he had conveyed to us the impression that there was a little street in some corner of Olympus where a row of kindly shoemakers pegged sandals for the gods. For then he would not have been a mythologist at all; he would have been like most of us—merely extending his own sphere of life into the heavens.

The great philosopher said, the gods are divine; they are godlike because in all things they sustain themselves from themselves. That is the secret of mythology; that is one of the lessons it teaches us. Some day we will be a race of gods, supplying all the needs of ourselves from within ourselves, as part of the subjective processes of life—supplying them as automatically as the heart now supplies the body with blood. Our birthright will be this absolute supply; and in this way we shall more and more be free from earthiness to explore the world beyond.

So, if man on his own little star, will dedicate his life and his being to the mastering of knowledge, to the extension of the sphere of the known toward all things knowable, he will live truly like the gods. He will not be like the decadent aristocracy of ancient times who lived in riches because other men toiled—and let us not deceive ourselves, that is the way we live today. We buy leisure with the life blood of other men. We have a thin veneering of thoughtful persons, supported by the years of energy, strength, and lives of those who never have the chance to think. That is not a divine world. That is not the perfect thing we boast of, but it is the way it has to be until the race of mortals takes off its mortality and puts on its proper dress, its own immortality—realizing it, believing it, supporting it and releasing it each through himself.

We will build cities with thought; we will travel with the mind; we will be able to project our being and our life into the vast mystery of time and eternity. We will measure the stars, not by great instruments on top of mountains, but by subtle rays which emerge from our own minds. In the end we shall do all things well.

And strange as it may seem to us, all the little mistakes we make each day are bringing us that much closer to us. Through war, through unkind and destructive energies of men, knowledge is being added. Little by little we are gaining the substance of universal knowledge. Little by little we are extending ourselves from the physical life out into the mystery of atmospheric space, which is to be our home, the home of our thoughts, the home of our dreams.

We can know that this great age of air is coming. Because all things cast their shadows before them, every 25,000 years of the great sidereal clock of the universe brings the equinox of the year into an air sign, this particular air sign being Aquarius. Gradually we are moving victoriously into the world of thought and air, which will release man for his proper destiny as a great philosopher and spiritual being in Space.

(A Public Lecture by Manly P. Hall. Suggested readings: The Mystery of Electricity: Atlantis: An Interpretation; Self-Unto-Fulfillment.)
The Dream State

COLUMBIA University has been photographing the human aura. This is something not by any means new to the metaphysically minded, but it is a vast step for material science to undertake. With the aid of infra red chemicals, photographs have been made of the magnetic field, of the powerful and curious force moving through it.

This means that a new branch of science is opening and developing, to bring with it the answers to a number of questions hitherto unanswered in terms of physical learning. Gradually moving toward the occult, science is now in possession of one of the most important keys to human function. It may be able to further develop its research into human electricity, or electricity in terms of human beings.

It has long been suspected that mankind is an electrical phenomenon, where physical development is concerned. The human body is an electrical machine. It is now possible to examine into many of the functions of that machine, to realize how completely man has developed as an induction instrument—by which, through the process of induction, he is constantly receiving into his own body the electricity of space.

The sleep life of man is one of the mysteries that rests in the magnetic field which is the aura of the body. It has long been held, as an abstract conviction, that the centers of consciousness in man are internal, in relationship to the body; that is, these centers are of a more refined essence than matter, but in popular belief man's spiritual nature is internal—his spiritual nature is in juxtaposition to the internal organism of the heart and brain. Through this photography, although Columbia has made no report on the subject, I believe it will be proved that the consciousness of the human body is not in relationship to the internal organism; that the spiritual life of man is not actually in the area of the heart; but rather, more than a receiving pole for that energy is in the heart, the Island of Hess.

The spiritual consciousness of the human being is in the circumference of the magnetic field, not in the center of it. If we read Plato attentively we will realize this. We will realize that the Ancients in their description of the universe were describing primarily not only the large cosmos, but the minor cosmos, or man. The classical writers are all in accord that the dwelling place of the gods is beyond the empyrean or outer extremity of the physical universe, and that only the regency or the polarities of the gods abide in the center of the nature.

Here we have one of the keys to the reason why the study of mythology and the ancient comparative religions can be important in the study of biology and physics. If we understand the ancient classical description of the governing powers, we also have a better consciousness of the cell, the atom, and the electron. This is an analogy as yet but dimly perceived by material science. Research in the magnetic field is bound to result in the realization that the magnetic field of man is a miniature of the magnetic field of the world.

Once this analogy has been re-stated, we shall go back to the old concept of the macrocosm and microcosm structure of the universe and man. Dr. Thorn-dyke, in his interesting book, Experimental Magic—which incidentally is purely a scientific treatise in spite of the metaphysical-sounding title—states that the microcosm theory relating to man is an outmoded and outgrown superstition of the Medievalists; then, in order to prove how absurd it is, he gives it careful consideration step by step, in which he shows exactly the beliefs of the scientist, the philosopher, and the thinker, prior to about the beginning of the 17th Century. His purpose is to prove them all benighted; his result is to prove them to be the most advanced thinkers of history! The work now being done at Columbia will justify the works of men like Paracelsus, Robert Fludd, and others who held to the microcosm theory.

In this philosophy of both the Medievals and the Classics, we learn that the consciousness is eternally flowing into the world from the circumference. Plato describes this circumference as the galaxy of stars we know as the Milky Way, declaring that souls and life are forever flowing into the world from this mysterious outer region of space. This region corresponds in man to the outer area of the auric field; and if we can visualize the human body as surrounded by this magnetic field of emanations extending several feet in every direction from the center of the body, and then realize that during conscious life energy is moving constantly from the circumference of this field toward the center, we will then understand that our conscious state as human beings is due to the convergence of energy around the vital organs of the body—particularly the great centers of the heart and brain.

What science has of course not yet discovered, and may never discover—although it is possible to discover this by means of photography, and no doubt other means will be developed in time—is the fact that the energies are constantly flowing in two directions. The more subtle energies are flowing from the circumference of the aura to the body centers. The grosser forms of energy that are more likely to be photographed are flowing from these vital organs outward along the nerves and through the etheric envelope that surrounds the physical body. In other words, the heart and brain are distributors of power.

This power is derived from a central force and distributed through the inferior area, the area of lower vibratory rate. Thus, in the daily process of function, energy is flowing from the center of the body along the nerves and arteries to nourish the tissues and maintain the body. And this energy, finally passing through the pores of the skin, surrounds the body with a field of vibration resembling an invisible or intangible kind of fur—an etheric fur. (This incidentally gives us the origin of hair, which is nothing more nor less than a subtle vegetation growing along the lines of this energy in the same way the whole plant kingdom grows along the lines of etheric energy flowing outward to the circumference of the earth.)

This is the microcosm and the macrocosm, the little world and the great world—the analogy is again maintained. Life and death are referred to by the Ancients as tides; and by tides they meant the grand motion of energy. During life, the grand motion of spiritual energy is from the circumference to the center of the spiritual aura; so this energy is available in a condensed and focused form for the maintenance of the great vital centers of the body. In the process of death, the direction of this motion is changed. The entire motion is then like the ebbing of the tide; the motion is away from these centers of
body consciousness, and back again to the circumference.

In philosophy we are told that sleep is like death, or a constant repetition of this phenomenon of the ebbing and flowing of tides.

In the sleep phenomenon, the main contacts between the consciousness and the body are not broken as in the case of death; but we do have for every twenty-four hours an alternation in the motion of the currents which sustain the body. This motion consists of a motion from the circumference to the center, to create the waking state; and a motion from the center to the circumference, to create the sleeping state. When this is examined from the standpoint of a purely physical phenomenon, when it is reduced possibly to the terms of electrical mechanism in photography, the sleep state is going to be discovered as a diminution of energy, with less condensation of electrical force around the vital organs. As a result, there is a diminished intensity of function in certain parts of the body. It will then be discovered that this diminution of consciousness does not involve the entire magnetic field in sleep, as in death.

Instead, it will be discovered that the energies affected are the electrical energies which sustain emotion and thought. These two types of energy, the most refined forms that enter into the body, are in sleep to be found diminished. And not affected in sleep as they are in death, are the vegetative and mineral energies, those which support the functions of the body, the involuntary processes, and those that hold together the atoms and electrons, the chemical binders of man. And that is the real difference between the two phenomena. In sleep only the higher energies are diminished, whereas in waking they are equal in their distribution. In death, both groups, the higher and lower, are equally diminished and finally entirely cease.

Much of this will be demonstrated by the Columbia experiment; and one of these days this University will make an astounding discovery, the discovery of man's magnetic nature. This will be so new it will be overwhelming; and when it is finally published, as it will be, all these intellectual giants will promptly forget that the information has been available to all mankind for the past five thousand years!

Discovery is finding something out; others may have known it, but when we discover it, it is a discovery.Discovery is the experiment and experience of learning something not previously known—to us. As there is nothing new under the sun, it has always been known to someone. Possibly the Columbia experimenters will take this point into consideration; war is sensitizing people to many things not previously known. If these scientists start asking the questions Why and How did other people in times know these things?—a condition of repose—then we have an idea we wish to fulfill it, regardless of the expense to the body.

The inventor works night after night without rest. The artist or musician shortens his years by his utter devotion to his art. Wherever creative activity is present, there is nearly always an attendant disregard of physical consequences. The body is looked upon as a limitation, a handicap, something that forces an individual to work himself to death, or worry himself to death, which, of course, is one of the hardest forms of work there is. But, dominated by this larger cycle, which of itself diminishes the source of emotional and mental energy in the magnetic field of man, it is rather easy for the human being to let go of his tension. Habit plays its part, environment plays its part; and sleep then, is particularly a mass psychological motion: seeing others rest, we feel that it is the appropriate thing to do.

Tradition has built up a large part of the sleep phenomenon, in many respects a form of auto-suggestion; but it will continue to be necessary and vital to us until we learn other methods of regenerating the flow of energy into the body, and most of all until we discover other methods of restoring the body from fatigue.

Theoretically, a state of philosophic or spiritual poise would tend to end the requirement of body reconstruction. This is theoretically ultimate, and yet probably true. Perfect poise of spiritual consciousness, in which there is neither tension nor stress to the body at any time, and no destructive thoughts nor emotions to create disintegration of the fabric in the structure, is a condition that would probably end the necessity for sleep.
Sleep is due to the stress phenomenon of life; it is well known that those who are highly intellectual require less sleep; especially those who have strong reflective natures poised against stress and strain, because they refuse to interpret incident as accident. This is an interesting problem to continue to think about, although it does not solve any issues for us at the present time. It does not recommend that we attempt two shifts a day in a war industries plant. It is, however, one of those refreshing trains of thought that can lead somewhere if we proceed along it, but before the possibility can be established it would have to become part of our environment and tradition. We would have to see others doing it successfully, and the belief that it could be successfully accomplished would have to be broadly held. There would have to be certain natural adjustments in the whole method of our life. It is not something the individual could accomplish by brute force and awkwardness; it requires a large motion of the world.

In the phenomenon of sleep, as we know it, there are two general conditions. One is that of complete and entire relaxation. When this is accomplished, the element of time disappears from the mechanism of consciousness. We have no awareness of time; yet we know that in the subconscious, the time factor remains, for we can awaken at a pre-arranged hour and minute through habit mechanism and through the impulse of something that remains conscious even while we are asleep.

We must realize that we discover new dimensions of consciousness by the very process of that which is timeless awareness. In sleep the domination of the conscious mind gives place to a certain superconscious extension of mind, which without the conscious process of thought is capable of an awareness and response beyond body.

We also learn from the sleep phenomenon that it is quite possible for various external factors and circumstances, particularly nervous and emotional tension and mental tension, to prevent the proper motion of energy from the center to the circumference in sleep—resulting in the state of dreaming.

From earliest times, human beings have been fascinated by dream phenomena, and almost beyond comprehension is the degree to which it has influenced life. I am not now referring to the popular concept of dream influence, but rather to the emergence of the consciousness from the dream state in the beginning of human evolution. Men moved from dream consciousness to physical consciousness gradually over a period of hundreds of millions of years. During this transition there was no great line of demarcation between dream patterns, and physical patterns. Out of this mingling of relationship came a large part of our arts, our religions, and a great deal of our philosophy. Many things we believe today to be simple, factual realities have nothing to support them but the dream consciousness of the race.

The second part of the dream state is that which relates to our daily problems of consciousness; in the sleep state the result of tension. We may say that all dreams of the normal type are based in tension; and that tension is the failure of the point of attention to relax. In other words, the dream is the individual carrying his waking state into his sleeping state, in his inability to dissociate the mind from lines of attention.

The reason for this is an inordinate focusing of attention during the waking state. This is due to the individual not having the proper delicate touch in his mental life. It is very important to clear and intelligent thinking that it be accomplished without tension. The thought processes are very subtle. When force is applied to them they may be diluted to the forcing of issues, but such a process is not genuine thinking. When it is necessary to force the thought beyond its normal functioning capacity, it means the individual is trying to think beyond his ability. Where he does this he creates extra fatigue factors, and also certain bad thinking. Instead of trying to solve the unsolvable by pressure, we must solve it by discovery; by experiment and observation; by study and research; until the necessary knowledge is available without tension.

The emotional life patterns and the mental are almost the same, with the difference that the mental tension is interpreted in terms of emotional intensity. In this condition the individual is unable to relax because of intensity of feeling, the intensity of emotional reflex. This intensity may come from fear, worry, doubt, hate, various uncertainties concerning Providence, various frustrations of the natural emotional instincts, and various inordinations of the emotional appetites. In substance all sum up to intensity competing against repose. That is the reason why nearly all our great philosophical systems have insisted upon the reorganization of the emotions in terms of placidity, in order to liberate the compound structure of the body and personality from the destructiveness of emotional intensity.

All these pressures may also be aggravated, intensified, or even supplanted by physical tension in terms of unbalanced physical function. Wherever the body itself is too greatly abused from one cause or another, the physical centers of the body are unable to relax even after the mental and emotional intensity is withdrawn from them. Then you have spasmodic and involuntary function of intensity. The body rhythm continues to be intense even in the process of sleep.

This explains why a large part of nocturnal unrest is due to faulty diet, sickness, or disease, to various mistakes in the physical pattern of life, and even to over-exhaustion in which the body becomes too weary to rest. Physical exhaustion, that is, has become a point of tension.

These three general groups of causes—mental, emotional, and physical—result in the disturbance of the sleep state; and the disturbance of the sleep state results in the normal dream. In this type of dreaming a partial function has been broken up and divided from its coordinated power.
persons wonder why we should study symbolism, it seems so abstract and abstruse; especially the ancient philosophical and mystical symbols. But all symbolism is part of science, and science finally retires again into the individual; for man himself is the eternal maker of symbols, and every emotion of consciousness is re-stated in consciousness as symbol. If all symbolism was removed from your living, you would be surprised what a difference it would make.

The very things we see, we see as the result of the brain's accepting and interpreting energy or fact in terms of symbols. A large part of our physical environment, the part that we have built, is but a crystallization of symbols, these emerging from our consciousness to be built again in design in stone, steel, and various substances, and in various places. Man is an eternal, symbolical creature; and man himself is the supreme symbol in nature.

In sleep, symbolism frequently takes the place of realism. Symbols arise from the experience pattern in the consciousness. The way we see things depends upon what we are. Our own experiences, our own attitudes, our own convictions, our likes and dislikes, our education and vocation, the things we love and hate, the things we fear and desire, the things we study, the degree of wisdom and ignorance in the compound of our nature, all these things together determine the symbolism in our nature; and determine the form an idea will take in the sleep phenomenon. It is for this reason that psychology aspires to demonstrate that dreams are very largely indicative of the secret and repressed life of the individual.

Dreams are indicative of a conviction held internally; and to the degree that this conviction is internalized, to that degree dreaming is inclined to be intensified.

Introverted persons dream much more than extraverted persons do. This is because repression creates tension, and wherever there is a tension in consciousness the thing which is held with tension will not let go even when the consciousness ceases to function. For the intensity takes over, and becomes a pseudo kind of consciousness, and fashions the sleep pictures according to its own nature and type. Therefore it is usual for dreams to be most prevalent among persons whose outer living is farthest away from their inner conviction. It may not necessarily follow that all parts of the two natures are in conflict, but there must be conflict somewhere.

Now, of course, nearly all humanity in one way or another is out of harmony with its physical state or environment. Some individuals do not live as well as they wish they could; others wish they did not have to live as well as environment and circumstances prescribe. Some have secret virtues which they cannot express; others have secret vices which they long to express, but are restricted by social conventions. Some have secret aspirations which they have never had an opportunity to fulfill; others have had secret ambitions but have never found others they could tyrannize over to a full degree of satisfaction. Some long for Paradise to come, others dream after the saints. Some aspire to great wisdom, and still others are resentful because ignorance has brought them no happiness or peace. But for one reason or another, good, bad or indifferent, the average individual feels he is frustrated, thwarted, and limited. In the words of St. Paul: when he would do good, evil was ever nigh unto him.

And, about the spirit being willing, the flesh being weak—in reality the spirit is unwilling, and the flesh is strong. But we do not like to admit this. So, out of the lack of this coordination between the impulses and body, we have the vast over-life of half digested theories, half assimilated facts, and half corrected errors. During these periods of consciousness we preside over ourselves very much like oldtime top sergeants over squads of untrained men. We tyrannize over our own imperfections; we refuse to permit ourselves to indulge idle fantasies; we preserve our immorality in ourselves and refuse to exhibit it publicly, not because we do not want to in all cases, but because of repercussions that would be socially disastrous. So, under this tyranny of will we keep ourselves in line; but when our will goes to sleep—for it does—willfulness begins to prolw.

Now, if an individual is not too intense in his willfulness, and the various beliefs which he has and the attitudes which he holds are reasonably sincere all the way through; or if he has so trained himself that his involuntary functions are similar to his voluntary functions... then he is not particularly liable to dreaming in his sleep. He will probably go along with only an occasional upset of this kind. But if he is neurotic, if he is full of complexes, or if he is not pretty well organized, then these phenomena begin to come through.

A great many persons have no memory of a dream after they wake up; such a dream may have resulted from merely a momentary state of tenseness. The sleeper may have had a very intense day in an otherwise rather placid life.

When the same dreams repeat themselves over long periods of time, they may be regarded as indicative of some chronic condition. It is also possible to exhaust the dream state without exhausting its cause. An individual may have no dreams at the present time, but years ago have had a repeated dream which endured for a long period of time; it is then necessary to check this earlier dream phenomena to find the cause of a present trouble. For this individual may have exhausted the dream phenomena without exhausting the reason why he had this dream.

Most dreams take symbolic form. According to Freud, nearly all dreams have their origin in sexual phenomena. I question this. But there is no doubt that dreams have their origin in emotional upset due to the eternal problem of human relationships. For these are primary in the consciousness of the individual, far more demanding than those of the industrial and economic...
life. Economic and industrial life problems very often are sufficiently intense to work themselves out, and so are less likely to create frustrations and fixations; but emotional problems take on extreme personal qualities, they become intensified by frustrations, they become more complicated as the life of the individual becomes more emotionally unbalanced. A large part of man's subconscious nature unquestionably is dominated by emotional frustrations, and by his physical environment at the present time not being in harmony with his own personal and emotional convictions. All of this is a very large field for research. But it is evident meanwhile that happy people, generally speaking, are not as inclined to dream as are unhappy people; and if the happy ones do dream, their dreams are more likely to be pleasant, optimistic—they had themselves doing the things in their dreams that symbolize the continuation of their conscious life.

Two or three examples will show how dream phenomena works through symbolism. Many persons have had the dream experience of flying, either in some kind of a moving invention, real or fantastic, or the actual experience of flying without any contrivance, flying over tree tops, flying through the air like birds, dancing about with their feet off the ground. This is quite a common dream and, of course, it is based upon one particular if natural frustration of the human being, the one of limitation. Our physical life is nearly always in limitation, a limitation of ourselves. It is a kind of bondage. And of all symbolism in our nature, to fly in the air is our most common association with freedom, liberty as individuals, escape from all forms of restraint. The dream is quite common then as a symbol of an individual freed of the limitation of the body, or freed of environment, freed of debt and industrial bondage, freed of all incumbrances upon self. This is a dream that belongs to the symbolism of opposites. It expresses a secret longing to be free of everything that infers body restraint and limitation. Ecstatic freedom, flying about, is a dream state that comes to those who feel they are in some way bound, limited, or held, and are impatient of restraint.

Another type of dream which is quite common to persons with various attitudes on life, is the dream of climbing a hill. Or it may be a flight of steps, a ladder; it may be a hillside, a steep mountain; or just going upstairs in a building. The dream of ascent, the dream of going up, is in the classification of ambition frustration; or of longings after something greatly desired for which the individual is striving. To climb is always a symbol of ascent in knowledge, wisdom, understanding, power, wealth, authority, or position. It is always a symbol of improvement of state.

It is interesting that dream phenomena changes with some change in our point of view. Many metaphysically-minded individuals used to tell me about their Initiation; for a number of years initiations were a drug on the market; but we do not hear so much about them today; people have other things which intrigue their subconscious mind. There was—remember—a depression some years ago, and people had little to do but sit and meditate upon the misery of their state; and we heard much more of Initiation then than now. But in these dreams these metaphysically-minded persons were always taken into temples, into mysterious shrines. To go into some unknown place, where hidden or secret knowledge is discovered, or to go some place where other persons can not go, this is dream attainment of spiritual aristocracy. Usually these shrines or temples were on the tops of mountains or hills, or there was a long flight of stairs leading up to them, the idea of ascent being a symbol of improvement. Since most public buildings are put on elevated areas, and many have long flights of steps leading up to them, this is a symbol of dignity; and the inner dream is the symbolical counterpart of the outer architecture. So the mystically-minded dreamer climbs the steps of the shrines, the holy mountain, while the economically ambitious climb up to the treasury. The thing you are looking for determines the quality of what you are going to find. on the top of the hill. The belief is one of a higher state of consciousness as implied by its symbol, an elevation of physical terrain. The gods dwell on tops of mountains. "I will lift mine eyes unto the mountains from which cometh my help;"—always the Supreme Ones live in high places, always success is in high places. This gives a very simple idea of how symbolism works.

Many dreams are grotesque. Where they are completely kaleidoscopic and there is no pattern in them, they may be regarded as due to physical irritation of the body which interferes with the function of the body during sleep and prevents relaxation. If, however, the dreams are of an unpleasant or destructive nature, they can arise from the conflict of consciousness in the character of the individual. In my recent book, "Healing: the Divine Art," I devoted quite a little time and thought to what is conscience. Conscience is not the voice of God in the affairs of man; conscience is the voice of tradition in the life of the individual. Conscience is the effect of taboos in the life of the primitive—tribal "Thou shalt nots" carried on in the laws of life and the unwritten laws of human relationships. When we violate tradition, violate customs, both of these violations result in the awakening of the conscience mechanisms that are constantly accusing us as individuals of wrong doing. Sometimes they are in the guise of the voice of experience, at other times they are merely the knowledge that the neighbors will criticize us. The definition of conscience is particularly clarified by the difference in the codes of various people. Someone who would be entirely broken up by his actions in one nation, would be honored for the same actions somewhere else. Conscience then is not representative of universal laws, but man-made laws, some based upon experience and some upon prejudices and superstitions. But once the conscience mechanism has been violated in an individual, regardless of the integrity of the circumstance, he is likely to suffer from that guilt that condemns man though judges do not find him out. It is this secret acknowledgement of guilt that will certainly manifest constantly through the sleep mechanism; and if that guilt becomes a fixation, as it very often does—you would be surprised how many times an individual pays for a single misdeed—it too
can become an obsession, and in this way oppose the sleep processes, resulting in the most fantastic and destructive type of dream phenomenon.

Also there are less intense, less extreme instances of consolation, in which we feel we have not done that which is the noblest at the moment; and these can cause temporary and passing dream phenomena.

We should also consider what are called waking dreams. To a very large degree the average person is a dreamer both asleep and awake. A large part of our daily, physical and so-called practical life is nothing more nor less than symbolic overtones. The psychic day dreamer is the individual who is constantly falling into reveries, into moods; he may remain for hours with his own thoughts while asleep or awake. If awake, he becomes so completely introverted that he seems to others to be almost asleep.

The psychical life is nothing more nor less than an immense amount of emptiness in many human lives. Memories, thoughts, and associations, imaginary things that are not so, surrounding ourselves with imaginary people, traveling in our mind where we are never able to go physically, surrounding ourselves with the imaginary heroes of our reading, or actually making ourselves believe or trying to believe that some person who has departed is still with us, or that our children who have gone far away are still with us—through this type of thought we consciously and intentionally create a waking dream state. This phenomena is widely evident at the present moment when millions of people are separated from their loved ones; a large percentage are trying to live as though these loved ones were still with them.

This day dreaming or waking dream state can become a help when kept within a limited, restricted consideration; or it can become the basis of habit which will eventually destroy the thing it is trying to build. When we are confronted with the necessity of creating dreams to give us the strength to face the real, we ought to think and question whether it would not be wiser to create a reality to face the dream of things as they seem to be. Many persons approach the whole problem from the wrong end. Too vicarious will find balm in Gilead by denying the facts, and trying to live in imaginary states of things, to deny ourselves the right, privilege, and opportunity for considerable solution to problems. This is one of the ways men try to run away; and men can run very far and very fast without moving the feet, when the effort is to escape through the mind or emotions.

The person who turns to a religious emotional life because of a personal life gone sour is not improving anything. He is running away, and Nature has no reward for cowardice in any branch of life.

Day dreaming is natural in the adolescent period of the human life; at that time the bio-physical forces are developing, and for these there is no possible outlet. But with the mature individual day dreaming is an extremely dangerous thing. In those of far advanced age it can with qualification be permitted, if it is largely in the reminiscent, and if the individual through infirmity of years is unable to continue the active function of the life; but in advanced years, useful day dreaming would be in the form of a recapitulation of experiences and circumstances, with the intelligent purpose of assimilating experience from this case done. That is called a reflective life, and reflective is very fine; but reflecting upon things not accomplished is something else; reflection is only possible where experience is full. For those inexperienced, the reflective processes produce only an unsettling vicious effort to live in a dream consciousness while awake. This is wholly unsatisfactory as a solution to anything; emptiness should be filled by action, and not by emotional and mental vagaries.

Returning to consideration of dreams in sleep, we next examine into an entirely different bracket of sleep phenomena—dreams which are prophetic, extra-sensory, or related to the realities of the superphysical world. Although such types of dreams are comparatively rare, they may occur once or twice in the life of almost any person. It is entirely wrong to presume that they are frequent. They nearly always result from some extraordinary state in the individual's affairs. Because the individual is then receptive, and because his conscious nature is not functioning during sleep, it is much easier for the extra-sensory impulses to reach him when he is physically conscious.

The medium uses the trance as a means of connecting with the invisible world, because trances and all the phenomena related to them in ancient practices are an artificial form of sleep. It is sleep induced by consciousness itself, in order to produce sensitements in the extra-sensory impulses. In olden times, drugs were used to accomplish this, and according to early records, the early Christians drugged the communion cup for that same reason. The objective was to produce an artificial somnambulistic state like that of the Delphi in Greece, where from her seat over the sulphuric fumes rising from the earth the Priestess was brought into a state of trance.

These and other types of artificial sleep were used, and are still used, to create sensitivity to the outer vibrations of space, a sensitivity that exists naturally during the sleep state, but usually is not brought forward into the waking state. If and when it is brought forward with prophetic clarity, then it opens into a wide sphere of thought, of possibilities, things to wonder at, things to consider. If the prophetic dream is one relating to the individual's future—or, as, sometimes, to the future of the nation, or the world—if this type of dream is a reality, then man is linked to the cosmos. And the cosmos in turn is patterned, and it is perfectly possible for the individual under certain extraordinary conditions to discover the shape of things to come. This would be because those things to come already exist, as facts, or as inevitable directions of energy.

What is the answer to the problem of prophetic dreams? Are we to assume a universal fatality? Are we to assume that if we dream, for instance, that a certain city is to be destroyed by fire, and then read a few days later in the paper that a destructive fire occurred there, are we to assume that that fire was fatally intended for that community? Are we to assume that the pattern of that fire has existed for a long time? Or that the pattern of earthquakes, of war, or that the pattern of the death of one of our old aunts, has been patterned for a long time? How are we going to figure that out? How else could it be answered? How could we dream of something and visualize it unless somewhere the pattern of that thing exists for us to tune into? Is there an inevitable fatality involved? If there is an inevitable fatality, why do not all dreams apparently prophetic prove to be prophetic? Why is the great prophetic dream an exception, even in the world of dreams?

Let us approach this from another angle, and see if somewhere we can get our feet on the ground in this very difficult matter.

Imagine that you are sitting at a window looking out on the street. You see a man step off the curb and start to walk across the street. As he steps off the curb you are called to the phone, and you do not see him cross the street, you only see him start. And when you come back he is gone. So you visually photograph in your mind his crossing of the street. Having started he is almost certain to get to the other side, unless an accident intervenes. You figure if there had been an accident, by the time you returned to the window there would be an ambulance arriving. Not seeing any ambulance, you are almost certain he got to the other side. In that you would be
making a prophecy. It would be a prophecy based upon an almost inevitable certainty. It would be almost comparable to prophecy by a physician that a patient will die within a certain number of minutes because he is observing the process that will produce the death phenomenon.

By another dimension in Nature, cause and effect are in almost the identical ratio for the man stepping off the curb on one side of the street to be stepping up on the curb on the other side of the street after the passing of a certain number of seconds. The only thing that can interfere with the motion of the cause and effect inevitable is a definite change in policy or route. Suppose, after the man started across the street, he realized that he had forgotten his hat, and so turned back when he was half way across the street, and so never reached the end of the street. He is possible that he might see someone on the adjacent corner and change his course to go over to join him. Or, he might be hit by a moving vehicle. There are in any of these a possibility of one in ten, one in a hundred, one in a thousand, or one in a million, but the odds would represent changes in policy, or interruption, or accidental factors. Accident in this man's case would probably be carelessness; he merely did not look where he was going; such carelessness has its own karma, and sets new cycles of action into motion. But, presuming that all forms of life are building up different patterns, and these patterns are compounds of things that think, and do, and feel, then we may become aware that all of these patterns lead to certain inevitable ends. And that these are ends measured not only in the course of proceedings, but in time interval. This is because the time interval is also under the control of karma, and the intensity of pattern, or the intensity of its scope, influences the time factor in its fulfillment.

Nations set up time patterns of action. A nation today functioning in a certain way has dated its own decease without knowing it, because it is going to take a certain length of time for the various forces currently at work to converge toward the final destruction of that State. The only possibility of change in that pattern is the one of interference mechanism, by change of policy. If for some reason that nation's governmental policy changes, by someone showing perhaps a bigger stature than previously, the policy change may immediately influence the point of convergence of the integrating lines.

At any given moment, every living thing, whether it is a human being, or a collective, carries in its atmosphere—in terms of vibration—a picture of the consequences of what it is doing. Every change in temperament changes that picture, every improvement in an individual changes it, the improved picture being a modification upon the previous design. Therefore, theoretically, and probably practically, every moment that we live contains the picture of any finality in the pattern of the moment.

I hope this is clear. It is a very intriguing thing, that there exists a vibration that is a compound of exactly what we are now. And also, it is a vibratory pattern that tells us what will come to us step by step in the future, according to the pattern as it is now. If the pattern of the now changes, it is like changing the direction of the muzzle of a gun; if it is changed a quarter of an inch, the bullet will hit a target many miles away. So, every change in what we are now, writes a new future for us. But each moment contains the vibrations of our future if we stay as we are.

It has been proved again and again that the average individual stays pretty much as he is. He makes minor modifications. He was going to eat that after a rest, but he thought better of it and went off with his dog, and that decision changed the angle of the chart or line of destiny just slightly; without realizing it he probably added four or five hours to the length of his life.

Changing the point of angle changes the consequences. There was the man who was going to get mad; and if he had, the lines of incidence would have met a little sooner; but he resisted his impulse, and instead acted kindly, whereupon the pattern of consequences took on a new form.

Sometimes we change minor patterns without changing larger ones. We can change our mind for a moment with our changing our disposition for life. Our large dispositional patterns then assume fatalities; not departing from them, we stay like the prediction of our future.

In the problem of interpretation the element of symbolism comes in again. So we do not interpret this pattern necessarily in our sleeping state exactly as it is; but we pick up the vibration either from ourselves or through some person to whom we are somehow sympathetic of emotions. A subtle, sympathetic link makes us aware of the vibrations, and then we symbolically interpret something in connection with them or ourselves; or we pick up the very atmosphere of the world in which we live; and the impulses flow into us from a source over which we have no apparent control. We are bound by some sympathetic link. It is like turning the dial on a range without knowing what you turn in, but when something is tuned in it will be interpreted symbolically. It may have a meaning, or it may have no meaning which we can comprehend. But it seems probable that the future can be predicted by extra-sensory means, because it is the reasonable consequence of the pattern of the moment. If some of these dreams and predictions go against us, it is because sometimes the man does not cross the street, sometimes he goes back and gets his hat; sometimes he changes his mind; sometimes he is hit by a moving vehicle; sometimes he did not intend to cross the street, but only stepped off the curb for some other purpose, possibly to buy a newspaper from a newsboy.

There may be things in association that we are not able to estimate, but the progress of the vibration of the picture as it is now; and if it is not markedly changed there is a reasonable possibility of the picture being fulfilled. That is why many economists, industrialists, and financiers have been able to predict wars, depressions, and changes; simply because they are the reasonable consequences of causes. These causes have produced such consequences before, and they will again, and the individual makes the discovery sometime, whether it comes from logical processes, is released in sleep, or comes from an extra-sensory process through contact with patterns of cause and effect. Such patterns were termed by the Ancients the "thoughts in the Divine Mind."

Another type of sleep phenomena is somnambulism, wherein the sleeper has involuntary motion. A somnambulist may perform various actions, may even commit a crime while in the state of sleep. This phenomenon, a comparatively rare one, is due to the sleep consciousness under certain conditions taking over the mechanism of the body. It does so in a wide variety of interesting phenomena, accompanied by the remarkable rarity of accidents occurring to the sleeping person, except when rudely awakened. Unless a person be totally unconscious, the subconscious is perfectly capable of dominating and guiding by animal mechanism. A somnambulist has almost the same consciousness as an animal, and is capable of motion and of performing various actions without the control of the conscious mind to dominate the moral activations.

I have referred to the possibility that sleep may gradually disappear with the evolution of the race. It will disappear to the degree we are comfortable the fatigue processes mentally and emotionally; to the degree we control the friction of contraries upon the body; and also very largely to the degree we are able to control the toxic condition of complexes, neuroses, fixations, and frustrations.
The animal's catnap is closer to the natural way than is the way we sleep. Animals sleep frequently, but that is not very practical in economics, although it has occurred in the best of business organizations.

The wide variety of phenomena in the world of sleep has much of interest for us. It is adventure into another life, in another dimension; and the most interesting thing about it is, it is an adventure in a part of our own nature we do not know the existence of, the reality of which we are inclined to deny. It is our alter ego that comes out in sleep consciousness, and the most normal sleep is that in which there is no conscious involvement at all. We sleep and wake, but in order to accomplish the highly desirable state of sleep we must be able to detach ourselves from the problems of the day, and we must by philosophy and discipline correct at their source all the frustrations and fixations that disturb the inner life. When these things can be accomplished sleep occurs naturally and normally, and the individual is refreshed.

Where there are dreams, there are often attended by fatigue; the rest is interrupted and the individual arises not feeling fit. It is proper that the body should be in a death-like state during sleep, so the recuperative process can rebuild tissues. As long as there is any tenseness preserved from emotional and mental strain, there is a wear and tear that prevents the proper recuperative processes of sleep.

I hope some day to write a book on sleep and dreams, because I believe it would be useful for people to know more about what happens in one-third of their lives. Out of sixty years we sleep almost twenty.

(From a Public Lecture by Manly Palmer Hall."

Magic and Medicine

A professor in a medical college in New York, brought up among the American Indians, has said that the first doctor his family ever employed was an Indian. When the Indians were moved away from the Reservation, the white settlers made a request for the old Medicine Man to be left with them, for the whole of the community depended upon him; not one of the trained physicians could do the things for the whites that this old man could accomplish.

The Indian's guidance to a decision on herbs is not in the pharmacology that we know. When the Medicine Man seeks a remedy for a disease, he goes out into the night, builds his vigil fire, and talks to the spirits of the Olds. He sends out his prayer that he may find the plant to heal his sick. And the voices of the Olds tell him to go to a certain place where he will find a plant that will make his patient well.

This is no formal system. It is an attitude and a procedure handed down from one Medicine Man to another; what to prescribe comes out of themselves through talks with the Olds; it is a pharmacology based upon a psychic state of sensitivity, and they use the plants and herbs that grow in the fields close about them.

In nearly all the Indian villages there is a belief in certain kinds of witchcraft. The witch doctors of these people are similar to those of all primitive peoples. One of the most common beliefs of the Navajo and Hopi people, and various Indian tribes along the Rio Grande, is that sickness or disaster is caused by the animosities of witches or sorcerers. The animosities are usually traceable to something the Indian himself did.

The Indian has a sense of integrity on this subject, but not one developed to a high degree. If a witch has been offended, it is believed that he can blow foreign objects and substances into the body of the victim, a sort of bewitching through employment of solid substances.

An example. A white person very sympathetic to the Indian was stricken with a tumor under the rib. He was out in Indian country, far from a city, and was finally persuaded to call in an Indian Medicine Priest. When the Priest arrived, very humbly, on a donkey, the sick person was in great pain. The Medicine Priest did not speak English, so the sick person had to talk to him through an interpreter. The patient had hardly begun telling his symptoms when the Medicine Priest said, "Don't do it; don't tell me." He then took from his pocket a piece of polished glass, the bottom of a beer bottle. He put the glass in front of his face, looked at the body of the sick man, and at once said, "There is the pain," and touched the exact spot. The man asked, "How do you know where the pain is?" And the Indian said, "With this little glass I can see a little light all around that area, and that little light is flickering, and in bad color."

What the old Medicine Priest saw was the vital body of the man.

One look through the beer bottle bottom having sufficed for the diagnosis, the Indian then said, "Your trouble comes from having been among the Indians and having offended a powerful witch. Perhaps you did not have the proper solemn thought when you went into the Kiva, or Holy House, and the witch has shot stone into you. How now shall we proceed? I will take out stone by magic." So the old man got down and put his mouth over the center
The next day the swelling was gone; the man got well, and the matter was of sufficient importance to be recorded in the Smithsonian Institute at Washington, D. C. It is typical of the healing method of the Navajo.

At the school in Santa Fe, a Hopi boy athlete running on the cinder track fell and injured his knee. He was taken immediately to the school hospital, looked over very carefully, and the wound was properly cleansed and dressed. The injury did not at first appear to be very serious, but an unpleasant bone bruise developed and the knee began to stiffen. In ten days the boy had lost the use of his leg.

The doctors saw ossification setting in, and did not know whether or not to break the knee and reset it. The boy was suffering acutely and his family was notified. His father came down from the Hopi reservation to take him home for local treatment. The doctors explained to the father it might be wiser and even necessary to hospitalize the boy. "Yes, maybe so," said the Indian, "but let our people try first; if they fail you can do it."

With the boy at home a well known Medicine Priest was called in. He looked at the boy's knee, not in this case using the bottom of a beer bottle, but a small crystal, like the lens of an old pair of eye glasses. After a long look he said, "Yes, it can be fixed."

The father asked, "What is the matter?" And the Medicine Man replied, "Stone spirit in knee. Little bits of stone from cinder path still in knee."

The father replied, "But that can't be; white doctors have had an X-ray, and there are no stones of any kind." The Medicine Man shook his head. "Stone from path still in knees; nine pieces, little pieces." So he did the same thing the other Medicine Priest did; he put his mouth to the knee, sucked the area involved, and spat out nine pieces of black gravel, each about the size of a small pea. He said, "Now, knee get well."

Inside of a week the boy was back at school with the stiffness entirely gone from his knee. The doctors do not know yet what happened. The funny part is, the physicians still swear that if those nine small pieces of rock had been in the knee they would have made a lump the size of a hen's egg and it would have shown in the X-ray.

You may say that the Indian put the pieces of gravel in his mouth and spat them out afterwards. But the little stones were kept, and later brought down to Santa Fe, where they proved to be identical with the stones on the school gravel path. There is no way of explaining the diagnosis and healing, but the instance is typical of Indian healing work in a method that has made them famous throughout that whole Southwest area.

The Indians use, of course, many herbs and simples, but also some forms of osteopathy. An Indian threw his hip out of joint, and according to the account of a traveler in those parts, the natives attempted to set the hip in the usual manner, one holding him by the shoulder and the other by the leg, but they could not do it, the man suffered too much. So they resorted to a peculiar Indian method of working out the problem. They took a horse and kept him away from water for four days. Then they tied the Indian on the horse, fastening his feet under the horse's belly. Then they took the horse and let him drink all the water he wanted, and as the horse's belly swelled it threw the hip back into place.

That is a primitive method of accomplishing the healing, but it is illustrative of the ingenuity with which the Indian mind works. The Indian man of science is very skillful in a great many branches of his own conception of medical art.

Boys about sixteen years of age, feeling tremendously the power of a white man's education, acquired a superiority complex about the same time that one of the boys, by saving his money, acquired an American flashlight. He assured himself that he was now the superior of all the enlightened on the campus. When school was out for the holidays he and his pal went back to their Indian villages where they ran into a horrible state of affairs; the natives of the village, not as emancipated as they were, were suffering from a bad attack of witchcraft. A witch had created a doll, like a little living thing, which was plaguing the village. There was grave suspicion as to who the witch was, but nothing could be proved.

Late in the evening of the day the boys arrived, the old men gathered in one of the council grounds. In this large coliseum-like circular opening, they talked things over. Present was a group of especially sanctified warriors carrying bows and arrows, ready to go out to catch the little doll or figure that had bewitched the village. At the appointed time they were blessed, and sent forth to get this evil thing that was plaguing the village. They set out in groups in the four directions.

The two sixteen year old boys were entirely out of sympathy with the idea, for having spent three years in the white man's school they knew all there was to know, so they got quite a lot of amusement out of the solemn gathering of wise men who were seeking to catch this little artificial being. They were much surprised about an hour later when one of the groups returned with the doll. In the gloom, for there was no light except the council fire, the boys could see one of the warriors carrying a little figure about a foot high. This was the witch, or little devil doll, cause of all the trouble. The boys wondered if it were one of the little katchine dolls or some other image. The old men said, "Yes, that is the one, the evil spirit that has been the village. We shall destroy it, we shall kill it."

The boys could not resist a rising curiosity. They wanted to see the doll, so the one who had the new flashlight got it out and they climbed upon the roof of a nearby house, and flashed—knowing they would be run off, but wanting to get a look before they were caught they quickly beamed the light on the little figure. The beam of light slanted down on the doll and they saw a little figure with long hair. As the light struck it, it put its hands up over its eyes.

The boys did not need to be chased away; they ran so fast no one could have caught them, two know-all boys green with fear.

Later they said they had seen this little thing that looked like a doll move, saw it cover its face with its hands, and turn its back.

Well, that is Indian. Such things are constantly a part of the life of these people. It makes it difficult for the missionaries to work with them effectively.

The great rituals of the Indians in the Southwest have to do largely with fertility and rain. Their need for rain is constant, it gives them life, preserves their rows of corn and their garden patches. The greatest of all rain dances is that given in the area of Santo Domingo; from three hundred to five hundred Indians take part. The Rain Dance is one with an old tradition; the music is supplied by a chorus of fifty old men who sing the prescribed songs. The dancers are divided into two teams, one team dancing at a time, alternating
The Rain Dance is a unique ceremony among these primitive people. It included. In it, the Olds dance and dance with the living.

During the dance, from the Kiva and the desert and mysterious places, a group of figures come that are not part of the dance. They are all dreassed and arrayed in the symbols of death; empty corn husks are fastened in their hair and they are ornamented with dead sea shells. Their bodies are painted in a crude way to represent skeletons, black and white; they are presumably the ghosts of dead ancestors. What happens here is what happened in ancient Greece, and among other primitive peoples; when they put on these masks they put on the personality of the one they dress to resemble.

The ceremony of the rain is not like the Snake Dance of the Moks, which is determined upon two weeks in advance by the Medicine Priests. This dance for rain is an annual ceremony, and occurs on the 4th day of August; there may not be a cloud in the sky; it is always on the same day—and it rained; but at no place else did it rain except in Santo Domingo.

I saw the dance at Santo Domingo, and it rained; but at no place else did it rain except in Santo Domingo.

It always rains. Because of the strange nature of the country it may not rain throughout the whole area; but it will rain where the dance is given.

The American Indian's concept of healing is based upon making man right with himself, keeping faith with ancestors, and the traditions and culture of his people. Among the Indians to be well is to keep faith; to use wisely and never abuse; to be just, kind, and honest; to fulfill the tradition; to keep the law. These are the ways of health, and the Indians believe much more in sickness preventive methods than in curative. They believe that the man who keeps the faith keeps well; and that the traditional way of his people is his way.

The Indian makes it a point that he does not say others should do things the way he does them. He does not say the people in the next village should keep his laws. His idea of health is, each man should keep his own law. Whatever he believes, that he must do, or he will be sick. Sickness is not seen as the breaking of some one arbitrary covenant; it is the result of the individual breaking his own way of life, whatever that may be. If a man does something that in his own heart is against him, that man will be sick.

The Indian has never proselyted; he does not try to force his faith on his neighboring tribe. He believes that each person has a way of contacting the source of himself; each tribe, each little minority, has somewhere in the sky its council where the Olds sit in judgment. One of the great Indian leaders once said, "Each people, even villages of ten families, has a right to its own way. There is no need for one man to take away the rights of other men. The work of every man is to work and fulfill and release through himself his own way of life. It is not that he should force his ways upon distant people, but that he should find in the life of self-fullness, if he would settle down to the task of fulfilling himself he would have no time left to annoy others."

There is a great deal of solemn philosophy in that realization. One reason we have time and energy to involve ourselves destructively in the affairs of others is because we do not know enough to realize the need in our own nature; we have never explored ourselves, never studied the challenge of ourselves; therefore, we do not realize the great need within ourselves.

The man who knows himself and understands the philosophy of himself has no desire to proselyte among other people. He is trying to perfect his own nature. Gone is the problem of minority, for one man and his job is a minority. The reason why we have always the problems of people trying to rule others, is because we have not discovered the great philosophic axiom of self-rulership. The man who has never ruled himself has an abundance of time to boss others; but the one who has learned to rule himself has no desire to rule others. His only desire is to help others rule themselves.

The final challenge of democracy is met by self-rulership; and no nation will be sufficiently wise to guide the destiny of a world until its people have learned to rule themselves, both in collective political rulership, and individual self-rulership.

Plato told us, long ago, "A democracy can only succeed, actually, when each of the persons who make it up is a self-governing individual." And the Indian tells us that our self-government should be based upon the increasing realization of our duty to our tradition and our culture, and the development of power within ourselves to go inwardly; and that finally each man must be governed by his inner part; that he must go and find the Olds; and that finally each is saved, each race, each nation is saved, and there is no conflict, no discord, when each man obeys the law that comes from the vigil fire, from the prayers at night.

This is the secret of Indian philosophy and life. This is the thing that the young Indian people, wards of the U. S. Government, are having taken away from them. We think of the words of Omar: "What can the vintners buy one half so precious as the goods they sell." Can these Indians gain from our civilization half so precious as the things they are told to give up—the vigil fire, the prayer sticks, communion with the Olds, the voices in the night that tell them the way of the spirit. Why should we take from them something we can not replace? Why should we not recognize that they have their contribution to our civilization, which would be much richer, if, instead of basing everything on our arbitrary convenant, the leaders of our people went out into the wilderness, built the vigil fires and listened to the voices of the Olds that come out of the air floating like the seeds of thistles!

From the voices of the Olds come the good word, the word to do good; to serve one another; and to build forever toward a deeper appreciation of man's eternal debt to life.

"The secret of man living well," says the Indian, "is that man should be eternally grateful for the joy life has brought him, and eternally thankful for the good things he has."

If we had more of these emotions we might be a very wise people; and we would learn what the Greek Master teaches us: "A minority people can be stow a major idea upon the world, and very often great things come from humble origins and change the course of history."

(From a Public Lecture by Marco P. Hall. Suggested reading: Healing: The Divine Art)
Man's spiritual growth, his soul power, depends entirely upon the retentive faculty of consciousness. There can be no spiritual progress for the individual who is unable to retain within himself the record of past achievements as a basis for present conduct.

History is the record of the actions of human beings in collective groups; memory is the record of action of the individual in his own personal environment. Only occasionally does anyone live a life sufficiently important to his world for someone to become his biographer; but each of us in a way maintains and preserves a biographical record of our every action and thought, including its internal significance and its relationship to other events and circumstances. This record, constantly accumulated and maintained from the cradle to the grave, becomes the basis of our development of character.

The importance of this record obviously depends largely on the point of view upon which it is built. Action, registered in memory as incident, is important in terms of interpretation. Our growth depends upon correct interpretation by us of incidents and circumstances through which we pass in daily life. Misinterpretation frustrates conclusion, but even misinterpretation is informative. It is accuracy of interpretation that governs the rapidity of development of the character of each individual; his growth depends upon his ability to correctly explain and rightly understand the events that make up life.

We have all known persons whose life experience has been of little value to them because they never get the right slant or perspective on anything. Instead of becoming enriched by experience they become embittered, which is entirely the result of wrong perspective, wrong interpretation. Instead of life bringing with it a gradually increasing tolerance, they take on a rapidly increasing intolerance. Again, wrong perspective. Instead of coming closer to the hearts of others, they depart farther from them and toward a condition of isolation; and this is wrong perspective. Instead of finding events related to each other they regard themselves as the victim of accident, coincidence, circumstance—all out of wrong perspective. Very important then, it is to the individual that he brings to the things that happen to him the power to interpret them correctly, in terms of his own necessity. Unless he can accomplish this he can not have a truly rich life.

We all of course want to do things well, but confronted with the problems of either courage or fear, we should know that it is better to courageously do something wrong than fearfully to fail in accomplishment. With the right perspective, for instance, we are willing to pay our bills. If we have to make a mistake then we should be equally willing to live out the consequences of the mistake. And this process loses most of its sting and pain if we are definitely aware of the reason for the circumstance through which we are passing.

It is of course much easier to bear the burden of our own errors than it is to endure what appears to be an unrighteous destiny. If we believe that the gods are afflicting us, or that our troubles are due to our political parties, or that whatever these different circumstances are that make life difficult are due to external situations of which we are the victims—as long as we hold that attitude, our difficulties are magnified and multiplied. The moment we get away from that point of view we can come into the realization that there is no external force that can destroy our equilibrium unless we cooperate for our own destruction; when we get that much of philosophy into our souls, most of the difficulties of our lives begin to iron out. Trouble is not something that happens to us. Trouble is the result of the way we react to the things that happen to us.

Now, if we must build our daily experience and daily life from the memory of previous actions, if we must build our philosophy of life on the interpretation of experience patterns, it becomes very important to control these patterns from elements in our own consciousness. Someone has said, and very wisely, it is very difficult to forget even the things we wish to forget. A great many of us would be willing to forget the past. It might be just Uncle Ezra we would like to get out of our mind; but that particular old scalawag is very hard to forget. He was such an unpleasant character, and in one way or another most of our misfortunes seemed to be due to him. He did everything wrong, and apparently flourished. His idea of a wonderful time was making everyone else miserable. And when he was finally gathered to his reward, he left behind him on earth a number of persons whose viewpoints on life in general, and on Uncle Ezra in particular, have remained definitely out of line. We can't forget; we would love to; but apparently misfortunes would be much richer if we could forget Uncle Ezra, remove him from the cosmos entirely. We have learned through great thoughtfulness no doubt to forgive him. We have forgiven him, anyhow to the point that we hope nothing good ever happens to him. We have forgiven him in the complacent realization if there is a perdition he is due to the gods. We have forgiven him also to the degree that we will never hear of him again, that he will never emerge again, even as a shade, in our memories. We will be just as nice in ignoring him as we can.

Such forgiveness is merely an intellectual compromise with our standard of integrity. We know we ought to be forgiving, therefore with great sacrifice we are making a magnificent effort to be so; but we just hope Uncle Ezra never has anything but trouble. He does not deserve anything else; and we find a certain comfort in the feeling that the gods will work him over in heaven, if we cannot.

This is a very typical state of forgiveness, about as far as the average individual goes with anyone he does not like. Oh, we can forgive people we never heard of. We can forgive actions which have never touched us. But, if we have been the victims of someone else's despicable misdeeds, then it is different and difficult. It is very difficult to get to that point of understanding where we can invite the miscreant in to dinner and have an enjoyable evening with him without once bringing into conversation any of the unhappiness in which he reminded us. Sometimes we like to invite him over so we can work him over. That is less difficult; that is different.

The friends who come to me with problems of this kind, say, "Yes, we would like to forgive old Uncle Ezra; but we cannot forget what he did to us. We can't forget; we would love to; but his influence just sits there, and when we least suspect it, out it all comes again." Everything unpleasant that happens to us reminds us of Uncle Ezra. Everybody else does us no evil, we can't help but think about this genius of evil, this personification of satanic qualities that lurks in our subconscious, ready always to come out and taunt us some more. Uncle Ezra absent has become more painful than was Uncle Ezra present. We are less forgiving because of our thoughts about him than for what he actually did to us. Like the ghost of Hamlet's father, he walks upon the balustrade of our minds.
It is very difficult to forget, because Nature does not desire us to forget. We would love to cultivate the process of forgetting that which is unpleasant, in the knowledge that memory is behind most of the intermixture in the world; but to forget is not solutional of anything. Alcoholic addiction is largely cultivated in the effort to forget something; in fact most of the unpleasant and destructive habits which the race has developed are escape mechanisms. When men seek to be happy by forgetting something, in this they are 'foiled, because gradually the undesired subconscious patterns emerge again to haunt the vision of the alcoholic, to haunt the dope addict, even to expression in such as the fantastic patterns of delirium tremens. We cannot forget.

Now, that may sound as though subconscious memory condemns us all to an endless cycle of misery; but it does not; for while we are not able to forget, we are able to shift our perspective. The solution to our particular problem lies not in forgetting it, but in interpreting it. The moment we have interpreted it clearly, it dies.

The problem ceases the moment our own attitude toward it is right. Uncle Ezra haunts us only so long as our attitude toward Uncle Ezra is basically unsound. The moment we put ourselves in order, Uncle Ezra vanishes as a factor in our life. We can even develop a strong liking for the old reprobate, without having forgotten anything; just because we have been able to see clearly cause and effect in action, making the sudden discovery that all his conniving and scheming, which unquestionably were inspired only by selfishness, can be a basis of a great soul power in ourselves. The moment his evil intentions force us to think straight, out of the conflict with him comes the building of our own character, enriched by the discovery of values that otherwise we would never have known.

Plato stated clearly the controlling philosophic premise: "No one is ever injured by anyone else; he injures himself in the name of that person."

In the background of the subconscious are all kinds of conditioning problems. This haunted house is filled with memories of those who have injured us in varying degrees, and in it also lurks the memory of our own inadequacy. Many a man has gone through life haunted by an unhappy business venture in which he failed to meet the challenge of some business deal and thereafter solemnly pronounced himself a failure. He has usually tried again, and kept on trying, because he knew he should; but always, lurking in the back of his consciousness, was the knowledge that he had failed, and by it he lost something of confidence, something of fineness. Misinterpretation did it. That failure could have been erected into his greatest asset in experience.

It is easy to make platitudinous remarks about these things. As one friend said, "After you fail in business, it looks different. I have a right to be gloomy. I am the one who lost $1400." Always, problems are easily solvable until they affect ourselves. It is when they come within the sphere of our own personal equation that we become confused. We lose the necessary perspective, lose the power to interpret. And it is this power of interpretation that determines the bondage or freedom of all persons from the consequences of action.

It is of course impossible to grow to maturity years in this world without loading the subconscious. As the brothers Mills, the philosophers of the last century pointed out, the human subconscious comes into this world like a blank piece of paper, and immediately it becomes attractive to outside persons who begin to scribble things on it. No one wants to wait to find out what we want put on it, they must supply it with things they think we need. And so, by the time we are old enough to think, many other persons have done our thinking for us and the subconscious is loaded with various opinions, fallacies, doctrines, and beliefs which these persons have thought it their sublime and supreme duty to implant upon the mind of the young for their own good. Our mind is warped out of shape, twisted before it was strong enough to resist the inroads of environmental pressure.

For example. In the religious world it is just beginning to become popular to let young people select their own religion. It was not so long ago—well within memory—when your religion was determined on the day of your birth. And, even, much earlier. You were reasonably and naturally presumed to desire the faith of your ancestors. No one even wondered why. Before you could talk, you were baptised, and soon you were marched into the family pew each Sunday like a little soldier. All your religious decisions were made for you, in the natural assumption that that was the way it should be. No one waited to find out, or wanted to know what you thought.

The formula was: Whatever faith your family was addicted to was, in fact and substance, the world's most perfect religion. It was expected that the members of the family would want to enjoy the best, and so without any questioning they joined the same church. Individuals have not grown up with a perspective on religious matters; by the theories of their time they have been forced to implant the subconscious with sequences of theological beliefs of which many would be utterly useless in the years to come.

Education has been handled similarly. Every generation moans over the world going to the dogs. I have books written back in the 13th, 14th, and 15th centuries, when the same cry was going up: "The world is getting worse all the time; it will not last much longer. The younger generation in particular is going to the dogs." So, whatever the system was that was eternally going to the dogs, it was passed on as a sacred heritage of education! Something that did no good to our ancestors, or to their ancestors before them, was passed on to us to make sure we did not do any better.

Everyone is grumbling right now. It is supposed to be a good sign for the world to grumble. And we pass on all this dissatisfaction to be accumulated in the subconscious mind of our youngsters from the time they are aged five until fifteen or sixteen, the particularly sensitive years. A person's psychology is not apt to change basically after the fifteenth or sixteenth year, without some supreme effort on his part. From that time on the average person just continues to live with the beliefs that were implanted earlier. It is evident if these beliefs are bad, inadequate, wrongly pointed up, they altogether conspire against his power of right interpretation. Forbidden and prevented from developing a point of view that will be of use to him in the solution of problems later, if he reaches mature life without breaking them down by any scientific or philosophical processes, the early beliefs begin to narrow in on him. Life is cyclic, and in our advancing years we drift back to the conditions of our childhood. It is quite possible that whatever dominates us up to the twenty-first year will return to haunt us in the years after sixty.
As our own activities of life begin to diminish, and we become more retrospective in our thinking, these old basic patterns come through again. They come through in an intolerable way, because we did not want them. Life has changed our point of view on many things, but when those basic patterns are set they will come through, and the closing years of life become reactionary.

One of the things that is obvious in society is that all of youth is progressive, age is reactionary. This is because of the subconscious processes working in the individual. It is the reason why governments ruled by elderly people will always be reactionary governments. There is a lack of courage to begin new enterprises, and more and more domination by impulses and attitudes that ruled the earlier period. Consider France under the rulership of Marshal Petain. The old Marshal, in advanced years, is a man placed in one of the most difficult positions a human being can be in. He is only capable of doing what he wants to do. Equally is he incapable of doing any large amount of good. It is difficult to govern a country with a gun at your back. Whatever he does will be wrong. The only thing he can hope to do is to minimize evil to a slight degree. As a very old man, in the function of his mind he inevitably will use processes, policies, and methods of approaching problems that were considered progressive and suitable in 1890. His subconscious mind, because he is an old man, comes through. It bids him to be conservative, cautious, and careful. There is no longer an abundance of courage. The subconscious is confused, and there is no clear cause of action indicated, always conflict; always experience; and these counter experiences neutralize each other until the directing of present action is lost. That is the condition usually of the elderly statesman. It applies also in his personal life.

We gradually pass in life from the position of elderly veteran business people to a sort of emeritus estate. We become elderly statesmen in our own personal destiny, and because of a load of conflicting subjective and subconscious record, our advancing years lose the name of action. And to lose the name of action in anything we are doing, is to lack courage in our attitudes, is to lack a purpose of life. The elderly person is afraid of doing anything, because anything he does reminds him of something that once went wrong. When we reach that state there is no longer any dynamic driving incentive to live.

One philosopher expressed it rather well: "Old age is nothing but the lack of conviction." Regardless of physical years, a person is young as long as he has a dynamic, driving conviction. As long as he is doing something he regards as important toward an end, he is young; but when his subconscious records begin to be confused and he is afraid to act lest he make a mistake, then he is growing old. Age has not the strength, the resilience of courage to face the consequences of disaster. A man in business is not afraid to take a chance at thirty, because if he goes broke he can start again; but he is afraid at sixty, because he can not start again. At least, that is what he thinks.

Indecision shortens life. Indecision, lack of dominant direction after sixty, shortens the most useful period in the individual's life. There is much talk about senility in connection with old age. A certain amount of breakdown of brain structure does occur; fatigue makes the body grow older; there is less connection between will as impulse and body as structure, and it becomes harder and harder to direct thought, to control memory; it becomes more and more difficult to keep a coordination of diverse factors. The oldest begins to be forgetful, he will tell the same story many times and develops other traits we associate with advancing years. This is because the mind is beginning to break away from the control of the will, which will no longer assert itself; rating his best, the old person can not remember.

As the will breaks down it releases chaos upon the individual, because his whole career has been merely controlled. He has never assimilated or digested anything, merely controlled it. He never really learned to like Uncle Ezra, but by will power he controlled his dislike so it did not show. At sixty or sixty-five this uncorrected situation remains in his subconscious mind, and now the will begins to break down, and there is no longer any possibility of controlling the subconscious—so out it comes again, this time in a childish, petty, disconnected way. Because the will is no longer able to exercise control he settles down to unhappy experiences which manifest in an unpleasant temperament. This in turn reacts upon those around him, and is responsible for the reputation many elderly persons unfortunately accumulate, on the fuddy-duddy side. They are not exactly good company.

It requires during the lifetime but right interpretation to clear things up, and to effect definite change in the process of senility. It is undeniable that the body does break down; but strangely enough the body can break down beautifully as well as unpleasantly. There are rare instances, and there should be more of them, in which the uncorrected situation breaking down of the physical personality in advancing years brings no unpleasant reaction whatsoever. That happens when an individual balances things so nicely within himself that it is not necessary for him to use will power or coordination of faculties to constantly discipline his mind in order to keep himself in line. He becomes one who can relax, can function without will motivation, and still be sweet and kind. This balanced condition bestowed upon age a definitely beneficent consequence, because the will with which we control ourselves is probably one of the greatest impediments to our real nature, since it is a false control, and so when the inside is fine, and the individual reaches the point where his will weakens, he becomes finer. That is because he gains to achieve that peculiar detachment that flowing of life through himself which is no longer interfered with by his ambitions and personal complexes; and the result is, in the older years, the wise man, not so brilliant in intellectual power as the younger man, becomes more and more mystical, more and more attuned to the universe. In the very process of second childhood he begins the process of becoming Godlike. If these years of age have to be a period to be approached with great apprehension. There is no reason why we should fear it or hate it. What happens to our body is controlled by Nature, and there is nothing that happens to man that is not for his own good if he knows how to use it. There is every reason why the subconscious should become the basis for release of beauty in advancing years; the mind does not approach life mentally, but mystically. Its inner appreciation of things remembered increases as it does with the small child; for many times is the child wiser than his parent, because of a simple approach to values which the parent has lost in his entanglement in the economic and socialized life of the race.

Of greatest consequence then is interpretation of incident as we go on. The emphasis is not upon forgetting but upon right remembering. That which can not be forgotten can be transmitted; with a perspective change, the entire significance of the incident also changes. Every individual's philosophy of life is built up from the experiences around him, and is interpreted through the qualities of his own temperament. No two temperaments are alike, therefore no two philosophies of life are identical. The discipline of philosophy often brings them intoharma, so that many may hold to the same general belief, still in these instances there is difference in emphasis, according to the conviction of the personalities.
These differences are not generally examined. We do not ask why we believe what we believe. The conviction, because it emerges through us, is accepted on its face value. If we do not like something we do not question why. Or if we do, it is always a reality—whether it is real or not is a question we seldom ask. If you do not like something, that is that. As one gentleman said to me, "My philosophy of life is this: Either people like me or they do not like me. If they like me, that is fine; if they do not like me, they can go to the devil."

Of all kinds are these eclectic beliefs. The individual with a patient look on his face, says, "My philosophy of life is to do the best I can!" That general statement is one usually made by the person who never did the best he could under any condition. But that is his belief, "to do the best I can" is in harmony with whatever instincts flow through him. Any effort to direct the instinct has never occurred to him. His "best" is just exactly what he feels like doing at the moment. Suggest to him he change that a little bit, that a small amount of directing would be a good influence, and the thought overwhelms him. He is sure he could not change what he is. And it would be next to impossible. Nothing to him could be more incredible than a person of his type not doing exactly what he felt like doing. Such a life is rich in incident, if not in experience; for this type of individual can get himself into more trouble in one lifetime than he will be able to get out of in ten.

In any effort to improve ourselves we must keep away from such baffling generalities as, "I always follow my inner guidance;" or "I always do the next thing next;" or "I always try to be generous." These broad, general statements imply not doing much of anything. Such statements are perfectly safe; no one can ever contradict you; no one ever disproves your following them out, and they place no burden for actual accomplishment upon you.

The person who does "the best he can", and gets into trouble—well, to him, there then is no God in the universe. This type of grievance arises in a life that is always externalized; a life that has never turned within itself to see how it was made; has never made any effort to direct itself toward any constructive program or basic viewpoint. It is the result merely of a person following some subconscious impulse, never questioning, never dictating, going where that impulse leads without realizing that impulse is nothing more nor less than habit, tradition, and immature reaction to previous circumstances.

The subconscious mind operates by one process in which the individual retains records of particular circumstances; by another process in which there is a constant chemical compound wherein accidents do not lose their identity and policies go on.

For instance, it is common that if three or more sequences of events are parallel they establish a policy. We begin to forget the events as an individual thing, and great motions or policies come through. If on three or more occasions a certain circumstance repeats itself, then cosmic law is established according to our inner conviction. From that time on, we know that is the way it will always be! Three times we have made an effort to do something, three times we have failed; ergo, it is impossible to do that thing. Three times we have been in a certain line of business, and on all three occasions the venture has ended badly, so—all business of that kind must be bad. Three times we were in partnership, three times the experiences were unhappy—all partnerships are bad. Policies are established by repetition of events.

Now what really happens is this. If a certain conviction, a certain chemistry of personal weakness is brought into any relationship in life, the consequences will always be the same as long as we bring the same force to bear upon them. The lesson to be learned is not that partnership is bad because three fail, the lesson was in the attitude we took to the partnership so that it failed. But we do not think it through to that degree. We do not realize that the value of experience is measured by repetition only to the degree we repeat the experience within ourselves.

A certain cause produces a certain effect, but as the cause changes, the effect changes; and so we can not estimate any external with finality or in the sense of understanding our own temperament is forever in a state of flux, we are constantly changing. That is why we must have the courage to attempt again that which has failed before. And also have the wisdom not to try it again in the same way we tried it before, with the same conviction or the same attitudes. Realization of our own internal changes gives us escape from the fatalism of our own experience patterns.

If marriage goes badly, we may create a fatalistic concept on the subject, and that can prevent the accomplishment of successful marriage in the future. The thing to realize is, that the pattern which we brought to it before failed; but if we change, our attitudes change, and the chemistry of circumstances changes; and so the pattern does not necessarily reproduce itself. This realization is widely applicable through life's experience.

If we run into similar tragedies time after time, it is because we have not changed ourselves. For a first experience ignorance may be our excuse, but in a repetition, stupidity is our only excuse. For it will mean that experience has brought nothing to us in the form of progress, nothing to become the basis of a better interpretation of events.

As surely as we can build a series of loose experience patterns in the subconscious, which distills and arranges them into form, design, combining them into compounds, so surely we can build into the subconscious idealistic convictions, and know the keys of interpretation. These things are never real in the subconscious, and are never really established until they become likewise subjective impulses. We have never learned anything thoroughly if we have to apply it by force of will.

Consider the individual who is trying to keep an even temper. We do not have an even temper as long as we have to control it all the time. If after every event that is unpleasant we have to go through a magic formula, counting ten, biting finger nails, reciting some formula to the effect, "There is good in everything," if we have to go through this process so that is takes every ounce of will power to keep to from exploding, there is every reason why we should fail.

If we have a good disposition it merely means we have developed enough will power to restrain ourselves from doing the thing we wanted to do. We can develop that type of will power successfully for a time through vanity. The average person does not like to appear unfavorably in the presence of others. He does not like to have his internal infirmities revealed publicly by himself. He will therefore make a great effort to conceal an impulse, if that impulse is contrary to social trend. If the world regards it highly honorable to have a measure of self-control, no one wishes to obviously reveal the absence of it. It is like a lady wearing the hat of last season; it is an indictment of some kind.

So it is with custom and usage. If there is a certain sense of superiority bestowed by holding one's temper, then we will hold it at all costs. Not because we want to hold it, but because we do not want to be regarded as inferior. We develop that kind of will power rather easily; but it is not particularly productive of anything. It may prevent an unpleasant social situation, but there is no accomplishment in terms
of our own good. It is like a man keep­ing the law because he is afraid to go to jail.

This type of will power is necessary in a civilized state. If we all introverted our impulses we would destroy our entire civilization. But repressive will power is not the kind of accomplishment that brings us any permanent hap­piness or security. It is much more likely to produce high blood pressure, general exhaustion, and various disor­ders of the digestive system. The only time the temper is truly under control is when there is no longer any subjective fallacy than the belief, "I could be hap­py if things were the way I wanted them." When we get them the way we want them we are no happier than we were before. Happiness lies not in changing circumstances, but in adjust­ment to them. It is not when we change ourselves that we are given the right to happiness.

Without adjustments there can be no adequate approach to living by any of us. We are all thinking now in this time of stress and strain of the effect of the war upon ourselves. We all realize that there are many things we would like to have, and many things that we do not have, and we may never have as the result of this war. We feel very bitter toward the causes of this trouble when we measure wartime circum­stances and incidents in terms of their reactions upon our personal desires and pleasures. What we have not realized is, that we maintain happiness in time of peace, or in time of war, in time of stress or strain, or in time of prosperity or adversity, according to our own in­ternal equipment with which we inter­pret events. Events are only what we make them. It is impossible for the whole to conspire together to destroy the peace of mind of any one individual.

No one can have his peace of mind de­stroyed by anyone but himself. No one can be prevented from growing, even by a firing squad. No individual can be stopped from being a balanced, poised, self-contained and comparatively happy individual, no matter what happens to him, even torture. Probably one of the happiest moments of Socrates life was when he drank the hemlock. It meant nothing to him except experience; he prepared to go forward and experience new things in a world he had always longed to be part of; a world he had visited intellectually over the entire peri­od of his earthly life.

There is no possibility of injuring the person who has within himself the pro­per viewpoint on life. He may suffer physically, because bodies will suffer, and this is the law; but even protracted torture cannot destroy the poise of the individual who is internally self-con­tained. In spite of our opinion to the contrary, it is not physical pain that hurts the worst; it is mental pain, emo­tional pain; these are the greatest pains of all; and where they exist they bear witness to something wrong we are do­ing, and not something wrong others are doing to us.

Often this realization does not emerge until we are well along in life. We have to take a certain amount of punish­ment before we clearly know we have to keep happiness in our own name. Then perhaps we look back and say, "Look at all the misery I had that I believe that everything will be fulfilled or a year have faced decision, discov­ered courage, found in themselves rich­ness and values which might have required ten incarnations in times of peace for them to have otherwise ex­perienced. It cannot be said then, their youth was a waste of time; when it is gone, went out with the best part of life lived. They went out richer, wiser, older in spiritual power than if they had lived their three score and ten and died of inflammatory rheumatism. It is not how long one lives; what counts is the terrific impact of fact and its action.

Our youth has known the moment of releasing oneself from selfishness, releas­ing oneself from all the equations that under­lying all the things that have been. We would never have learned that fear is natural to them; but regrettably that it did not and that we will not learn in one lifetime. We will die afraid to die, as we live afraid to live.

The emergence of a realization is an initiation in the great Mystery School of Life. If a realization arises in later years we should not regret that it did not come sooner, any more than we should regret that two and two do not make five. There are laws governing these
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In order to live well, we must not only build better attitudes toward life, but we must dignify the facts of life. It is our tendency to regard living as rather monotonous. Occasional moments seem important, for in those moments we do what we long to do. The rest of the time passes in monotonous routine, in doing innumerable things we have no interest in. Out of sixty or seventy years we can look back and per­haps pick out two weeks that seem im­
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ary standards of what is important. Anything we have to do is called work. Anything we want to do is play. Most of us work so hard at play we have no energy left to do any work.

Some years ago, a well-known banker climbed Mr. Whitney. He observed: “I have used more energy climbing this mountain than I thought there was in this world. I am doing this for pleasure, but if I worked this hard I would want $50,000 a year for it.” We have arbitrarily said, “The daily routine of life is unimportant; that is not the place we are going to learn.” We work very hard doing ordinary, menial work so that in the evening we can go to hear our favorite Swami and get some spir­
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If we live a long and monotonous life it is because we know it is going to be monotonous, because we refuse to see anything in it that is not monotonous. And that is applicable to the common things we do, the routine that is the most burdensome and uninteresting—the more we refuse to see importance in them, the less important they become. Drudgery is no more than doing the thing in which we see no importance. But that does not mean there is no im­

portance there. It largely means that we arbitrarily divide life in the same way the old theologians divided it.
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Somebody said, “Couldn’t you choose something a little more esthetic?” He said, “What is more beautiful than that the house in which man lives should be a little nicer temple because it is in or­

der?” He said, “Every time I take a broom and sweep the floor it seems like a spiritual communion with the great principle of the universe, the principle of keeping things in order as a form of worship.”
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lumination came to them and they found the thing they wanted to do all the time was to wash dishes!

That was what the little monk discovered; and he was a very great man. He found the supreme spiritual significance in the things he was doing, because they were good and necessary. In that way the simple needs of people just as surely as doctrines serve the simple needs of people. If someone did not do the cleanup there would be sickness; little children would not be well taken care of; there would be something lost in the dignity of the lives of the people who lived in those houses; they would be less aware of their unity with God and eternity.

The Buddhist monk made a certain sense of orderliness, a sense of integrity, his work; he chose it voluntarily as his spiritual work—the very thing the average person regards as the least spiritual of all pursuits. It is all a matter of interpretation. By interpretation, we can achieve all things that are desirable and necessary; and interpretation is good so long as that interpretation leads us continually and inevitably toward a social existence in a higher degree of personal integrity.

Now probably this little monk, along with all other human beings, had a subconscious distaste for drudgery. It is a common emotion, we all have it. We all think it is nice to sit at a desk than work at a bench. We say mental activity is superior to physical activity; but that again is a matter of tradition locked within the subconscious mind, impelling us toward what we like. But when internal illumination strikes this picture and brings the light of truth to bear upon it, all these things change, and we perceive through a new interpretation that which rightly should be termed escape from that which is unwelcome or not wanted. We incline to run away from it, not to understand through it. And we can run away forever and it will catch up with us, but once we see through it, it is solved. That is how all bitterness is solved, it is the escape from the haunting memories that afflict our living.

Our subconscious mind is a sort of devil's advocate. It is something that confronts us with the complete challenge of our own personality. Lurking there in the subconscious activities of ourselves are these patterns, what we are, our efficiency and inefficiency. This is the pattern that is the eternal stumbling block under our feet, preventing us from doing things well. It is constantly luring us away from values into the fixations of opinions, prejudices, and conceits. There is no way, really, of destroying it.

When the psychologist works on the problem of the subconscious, he attempts to break up fixations and complexes by air. For wherever we have a strong fixation or complex we have a frustration of energy; we have a locked state. Either we have locked the flow of energy, or narrowed its channel, or in some way gotten away from the free distribution of life force. Any attitude that is held that is inordinate becomes a fixation; and then any attitude of a destructive nature that is held at all is held inordinately. After we have once created a basic viewpoint as the result of something done to us, it is our natural instinct to interpret everything in terms of that viewpoint. If we can do this so often in the negative sense, there is no reason why we cannot be equally successful in positive things.

Man can always hold on to grudges, and this therefore indicates he has sufficient retentive power to hold on to beneficial constructive attitudes rather than to destructive ones. This takes no more energy, but it does take more understanding and more impersonality, because right attitudes lead toward universal inevitabilities, and the ordinary individual is usually very personal, and being personal he resents universals. There is nothing the average person has more personal objections to than the success of someone else. He wants the success for himself, and he dislikes the person favored beyond him. And we also have class differences, in unceasing struggle between the strata of civilization. But it is perfectly possible to release fixations from these narrow channels, break up complexes and fixations, and in various ways regain normalcy. It is not possible to do it however by merely using the psychological technic that has been used up to the present time.

The present method is to improve the situation by airing; and that helps. The patient undergoing treatment is invited to tell all his most secret dislikes, is invited to tell them in as many different ways as he can think of; he is invited to tell just what he thinks of Uncle Ezra, all the unpleasant things he would like to have happen to Uncle Ezra. When he gets tired of unburdening, and he will, in time—for the reason we nurse these unpleasant attitudes inside ourselves and coddle them is because they make us feel so sorry for ourselves, which is the most pleasant form of pain imaginable—after the patient has told the psychologist all these things several times he gets weary. He is not getting half as much fun out of it as he thought he would. But he has kept on doing it, week after week, month after month, for the psychologist has made him think and feel how much he dislikes Uncle Ezra. Finally he reaches a point where there is nothing left to say, and nothing left to say it with. Gradually he has become more and more interested in forgetting Uncle Ezra. He has said so much about him that now he is ready to convict himself of neglecting. If this keeps on, in many cases it finally ends in hysteria. The patient simply goes to pieces. He may even fail out of things exhaustion over Uncle Ezra. Coming out of this state of complete exhaustion of the subject the individual has acquired a comparative vacuum in the place where Uncle Ezra was.

The failure in this process is, that while Uncle Ezra has been gotten rid of, theoretically at least, sometimes he comes back. His victim may build him up again. But presuming he does not do that, he has gotten rid of him anyhow only from the standpoint of sheer exhaustion; so he hasn't solved anything. If he just does not want to hear anything more about him it is because there is nothing left in that department to think with. He has not discovered that the problem basically was in himself, not in Uncle Ezra.

Once the habit of criticism has been established it keeps right on functioning year after year, and if Uncle Ezra fails us, there is always someone else. The one solution is in thinking through, feeling through, and knowing through, all the facts of this matter—that our great problem in life is to outwit our own subconscious. It is always a skilled chess player against whom we must match our wits. With every move we make the subconscious is going to make a contrary move. Every time we have an advantage it is a counter and a foil. It is a game of trying to determine values, and finally we win the fight by simply understanding inwardly that it is not important what Uncle Ezra does—it was very important to him, but not to us. This chemistry was set up because we failed to meet its challenge in the first place, and failed to correct the condition in the second place, and therefore failed to get the answer. We are not responsible for him, but he are definitely responsible where we have permitted him to injure us. For, in spite of the infinite complexity in which we live, cause and effect operates, the law of Karma is inflexible.

It is very hard to understand Karma sometimes, with the amount of apparent misfortunes that can be deluged upon the individual. Karma is not what hap
pens to the individual, but is what he does about it. According to his own growth he meets his problems, and if within himself he has solved a certain issue at some previous time and mastered it, he is utterly immune to that particular problem regardless of what it may be.

So a general or collective evil can only have its effect upon those collective individuals to whom the experience was necessary. We used to believe that God pointed his finger at a person to afflict him, selected an individual out of space to make him miserable. But now we know that irritation is set up wherever irritation is necessary; and that universal energy moving through space creates problems in the life of individuals, that it unfailingly touches those whose internal nature is similar to the created problem.

If that problem is not necessary to the growth of some, they do not know it exists. We only respond to that which we need, and the more we respond to, the more evident is our need. As a result there can be no injustice. We see injustice only according to our own weakness, and because we are weak, and because we see it, it is our Karma, our need, our job. We would not know of it, would not be confronted with it, would not react to it, unless it was an experience that we individually need ourselves. And the moment we get that straight in our own souls and hearts, things begin to work out.

We have the collective problem 'now of what is going to happen to families where one, or possibly two, members will not come back. What is going to happen to parents who started out with such great hopes? How is it possible to say of a wife left at home with a small child or two, and the husband does not come back, that her life has been unaffected by externals? Is it possible to say honestly that she has not in any way been the victim of any form of universal injustice? Yes, it is both possible and correct to say it. And it will be proved in future years, as it was possible to prove after the first World War, that the experience that comes to the individual is his experience, and so is right for him. It is perfectly possible for individuals whose patterns and whose convictions have been broken up to be greater, nobler, wiser, and better than they could have been if their patterns had not been broken up.

Every tragedy that arises in our life is a supreme opportunity for release of strength. If we release that strength, we are greater; and as the purpose of life is sufficiency of the individual, that life is successful which releases strength.

If the primary purpose of human life were happiness, the gods would have been condemned in the beginning. The average person is not happy; the average person cannot be happy, because only perfectly wise individuals can be perfectly happy. The purpose of life is not primarily happiness, but growth through experience, and that life is successful which grows the most. That life which grows the most is the one which understands the most. Some individuals rise to meet the opportunity and challenge of tragedy, becoming wiser, greater, and nobler than they could possibly have been under any other circumstance.

From our own physical, mortal perspective we say that this or that is a tragedy, but from a philosophical level we realize that it is the greatest good to the individual that he faces the problems that come to him. If his problems be great and he faces them well, he is a far greater character than he could possibly have been under any other circumstances.

No life is going to be ruined by the presence of persons hated, or the absence of those loved. To ruin your life depends on you; to make it depends on you. Through association with others, happiness or unhappiness may be increased, but a life is a success or failure entirely in terms of a person's point of view, his interpretation, or his overcoming of hereditary impulses of the subconscious.

The subconscious is therefore the seat of soul power; it is the source of those nagging impulses which must be mastered by conscious will power and conscious understanding. It is the challenge, the eternal challenge to integrity which forces us gradually to be big in order to survive. We remain small until it is unendurable, then we have to change and we have to adjust to higher standards of contemplation; and a problem, such as a great depression, or a war, points these things out.

Some will not come back from this war. But they will have grown greatly, and in that great eternity of time will have lost nothing but gained all. Some will come back unable to re-establish themselves, and theirs will be the heaviest Karma to face; if they face it wisely their reward will be great. The embracing problem is one of patient adaptation to limitation; it is the releasing of self through limitation. You only have to look into the sightless eyes of Helen Keller to know the blind can be great, can be truly great because of the beauty within themselves that has put all things in order. It is only necessary to realize how we grovel under our own minor infirmities, then face those who have suffered much, to really see that we divide on a point of view; that it is an acceptance or a rejection; it is all in an interpretation.

The war encompasses the fate too of those left behind, to whom someone will not come back. We will hear the sad stories of the bereaved, parents who have given years to the educating of their children, brought them to the point of their careers only opening, and these parents' hopes and dreams will not be fulfilled; the child is gone. Listen carefully and in these laments you may see a supreme selfishness. One man has said to me, "My son, if he does not come back, will bring to an end my dream for his future." His dream.

We do certain things, and expect certain rewards and consequences. War loss to some will be in terms of money. One man recently calculated for me on paper just how much his son's education had cost; and he felt that sum was a donation to the cause. People think that way. It is amazing, but they do.

Others feel their own advancing years will be impoverished because of the loss of their children. Others fear for their children, for the pain and sorrow through which they must pass—again it is a matter of right realization and clear understanding. Or a matter of attitude.

If the parent has set up the proper foundation, the child will have something to face this with, and not religion or theology, but breadth of understanding and character; and whatever comes out, whether misery or unhappiness, it is the supreme good.

Nothing is wrong. But millions of people are going to think it is wrong; they are going to grieve, commit suicide, turn to crime; they are going to blame this, blame that, and blame something else, but there is nothing coming out of this war disaster that is not a supreme good if we know how to use it, developing those basic qualities that are the basis of our survival and the reason for our existence. It will be no tragedy for those who understand. With deepest sincerity and integrity we will not cast off these problems lightly, but will interpret them wisely. We will see through them and realize that in spite of all appearance, all things are moving together toward inevitable good. Whatever happens to us, pleasant or unpleasant, these are the best things that could happen to us, if we know how to use life experience.

(A Public Lecture by MANLY PALMER HALL)
Christ or Karma

IN the course of definite and obvious present social changes we can notice with profound interest the various new impulses and motivations affecting religion. The revolution in religion is as general as in the political and social systems.

What has been termed the orthodox state of Europe and America is today in a very critical condition. If it is more critical in Europe than here, it is because of the national psychology of the countries overseas. We see Mexico rising against the dominance of a long-time religious psychology.

Germany has set up restrictions against the religious institutions which have existed in that country for over a thousand years. Russia has been casting off the religious pressure of an even greater period of time. In practically all the countries of the civilized world, a class of non-religious persons is not only increasing in numbers, but increasing in power.

The great social changes arising from almost any of the causes at work in society are bound to produce a marked change in all religious and philosophic theories. Nearly all the so-called progressive movements in society are either anti-religious, or non-religious; and this extends the whole gamut, from the extreme viewpoint of the social reformer to the extreme viewpoint of the scientific researcher.

Beyond any reasonable question, we can see the handwriting on the wall for existing religious organizations, just as we can see it in the social structure. Yet as surely as men cannot live without some form of government—although men rebel against every form they create—so men cannot live without some form of spiritual idealism, even though they destroy in turn the structure this idealism builds up.

We look with an effort to understand philosophically, spiritually, the changes that are taking place. We know beyond question of a doubt that religion can not be destroyed, because religion is not fundamentally an institution. Religion is fundamentally a quality in the spiritual consciousness of man himself. The forms of religious institutions may be constantly changing but some religion must survive these changes; that is evident because man is naturally a veneration creature. He must worship something.

Man may be deflected for temporary periods from spiritual values to the course of industrial values; he may make a god out of his dollars, or one out of a dictator, or worship a despot; but he must have some god; and the various deities that temporarily distract his attention from the spiritual factors of life can only stand for a certain time, and then man must turn again to an adequate idealism for support.

We can see man's veneration present even when his systems are anti-religious in their emphasis—or at least strictly non-religious. We can take the Russian situation, where religion is at least discounted and discouraged as a factor in national life; and yet each day thousands of Russian peasants go by the embalmed body of Lenin, paying to him all the homage the Greek Church paid to its saints, or the Roman Church pays to its martyrs. The object of veneration is changed, that is all. The quality of veneration may be deflected to other attitudes, but man must always venerate something. We can kill our religious institutions, but we cannot kill religious impulses. They are primarily qualities or forces over which policy has no control.

Now, with these changes elsewhere constantly confronting us, we must realize, even in America, that we shall sometime feel the reflex from the European changed point of view. We must ask ourselves a simple, honest question,—detaching our minds from the sympathies and prejudices we have held—saying to ourselves, "What are the churches in America doing at the present time to justify their existence?"

What are these religions doing? What is their vital contribution in this critical hour?

Out of a generally sympathetic spirit, we then begin groping for something good to say about them, and we have to do a lot of groping in order to find it. At the present moment the majority of religions are not justifying their existence. A certain amount of good is accomplished by them, yes; but when the good that is accomplished is weighed against the factors of cost and the problems of psychology, we have to think rather carefully to really find something we can say in their favor. The various religious institutions of the world have fallen for the same glamour that has attracted, even in America, that we shall sometime feel the reflex from the European changed point of view. We must ask ourselves a simple, honest question,—detaching our minds from the sympathies and prejudices we have held—saying to ourselves, "What are the churches in America doing at the present time to justify their existence?"
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will permit numerous atrocities to exist in society. We are growing used to the idea that a great change is at hand, and to the idea that no great change can come into society without a period of destruction. We can not conceive of reform without some form of revolution. We can not conceive of anything growing beautifully from one state to another. All the transition periods in progress must be stages of destruction, according to the minds of today. The more miserable we grow, the more certain we are this is the transition period.

This is getting to be a fad at the moment to take the place of yeast and similar things of the last decade. It is not necessary that a transition period be ugly or unpleasant. Only among stupid people can such a notion exist. Stupidity is an infectious disease, and most persons are tainted with it from the moment of birth—and according to reincarnation, before the moment of birth. But even as stupidity seems to be the common inheritance of all living things, stupidity is particularly dominant at this time because it is in such vital contrast to available knowledge.

When people could not do anything intelligently, stupidity was not so glaring as it is in an age of universal education. Today it stands out. When after all the education and advantages we have had, the mass motion of modern civilization is less intelligent than that of the Hottentot, the situation is particularly unpleasant. The average child of ten will not make the blunders the mature person today does in the smug conviction that he is doing something rather smart. The reward of stupidity is, that the stupid one inherits the fruits of his own stupidity; and that is what is happening now. We face a world made extremely uncomfort-

able by our own lack of common sense. Culture, art, music, literature, esthetics, education, everything is in chaos, under these changes that are taking place in this transition period, and this is supposed to be the foundation of something infinitely superior. The whole world in this transition period is quite insane, very unpleasant. And this is what is said to be necessary, and that if it something fine will come. It is overlooked that by experience we should know that a rotten egg never hatches. That which is fine and worthy comes from that which is fine and worthy. That which is not fine and worthy may produce something that is strong, something dominant; but it will not produce something beautiful or good. The evils of the hour have arisen out of the past; evils perpetuate themselves in the same way morons do.

So, the transition period that we have today, producing a very decadent condition of affairs, is not going to be the foundation of a great change. It seems more probable that we are now to experience that gradual objectification of those destructive forces that are the agents of the Law of Karma. Karma is the law of cause and effect, as-yo-sow-so-shall-you-reap, stated in one word; and applied here it means that the thousands of years of perversion that have dominated the race are incarnating in the racial psychology today. Man himself is now being confronted by the demoniacal forms which he himself has created. These forms are taking shape in the similitude of the empires which have before this been destroyed.

We can look back to the greatest prior transition period in the history of the world, which took place in India, in the reformation of Brahmanism, under Buddha. It affected a population greater than that being affected by our present crisis, the population of Europe and America. India has ever been an immense country, not only significant in its inner motions, but immense in its sphere of influence extended outward. India has contributed religious impulses to the greatest nations that have ever existed. About 600 years before the Christian era, Buddha overthrew the strongest system in Asia, the powerful caste system. He did it in the face of opposition by the strongest organization of that period, the strongest specialized organization that ever existed prior to the capitalistic system at the present time. He did it too in the face of thousands of years of tradition. And his great reform, that was to affect 750 million persons at one time, and so the greatest political and social reform in history up to now, was all accomplished without the shedding of one drop of human blood. It was done without a period of grotesque revolution. It was done in the spirit of progress. It was accomplished in the realization that a change can be just as beautiful as the finished product.

Our present belief is that all change must be distorted and ugly, that it requires vindictive rebellion against existing conditions; we need the realization that growth is just as beautiful in itself as that which grows. By means of a slow motion picture camera it is possible to photograph the opening of a bud or flower, or the growth of a plant, and seeing this you behold a miracle of wonder and beauty. Growth is just as beautiful in process as is the thing itself when grown. There is no necessity for empires going through lurid states of revolution in the process of growth.

The difficulties, the unhappiness, the misery of today's transition period are due to necessity; they are the result of having set a law in motion. Once we have set that particular law in motion we cannot stop it. For what we have invoked is the Law of Cause and Effect, the most inevitable force in the Universe, a force over which no man has influence. The Law of Cause and Effect is immutable. And we have not only set that law in motion, we are continuing to keep it in motion by our every thought and action. For centuries we have caused evil; for centuries we have been dominated by selfishness; for centuries both the Church and State have been perverted and perverse. They have set in motion these factors, and now these factors are coming back to them, incarnated in the deteriorated fabric of which they are the cause.

When the State destroys the privilege of man to be a man, it gradually transforms man into a beast; and then the beast destroys the State. When the Church does not give to man that spiritual instruction which is the basis of real life, it becomes unscientific and deteriorated in its religious fabric; and out of the demoralization and deterioration arise the factors that destroy the Church. In this the Law of Cause and Effect is working constantly.

Nothing will ever live or endure in this world permanently unless it is established upon Truth, unless it ministers to the need of man, and unless it infuses those whom it is supposed to serve. When men instruct other men, then all men together are protected by the common wisdom; when men try to obscure the minds of men, blind them to their own purpose, then all suffer from common ignorance. The Law of Cause and Effect is the most powerful working factor in the whole story of life.

Some years ago a brilliant missionary, a man with many admirable qualities, wrote a book, The Christ of the Indian Road. This book was very popular and was regarded by the clergy as exceedingly liberal—it was almost too liberal for the conservative factions. This work has in it so much of beauty and so much of real fineness that it is a tragic shame it should be marred by a defect, a racial religious consciousness. The author's tolerance, his breadth of viewpoint, his force of thought, all these together were in his favor, but he could not rise above
creates an irreconcilable interval between two irreconcilable opposites, Christ, and the Eastern and Western logic, metaphysics, and culture. He establishes as Karma. His expressed belief is that acceptance of one is absolutely incompatible with acceptance of the other. It follows, of course, that our western church, by its own self-appointed arrogance, has alienated itself from practically all the rest of existing religious work. And gradually it is alienating within itself practically all of its own honest people; because no individual who is honest, who is mentally and spiritually honest, is willing to accept that an individual of a different faith is absolutely a criminal before God or man merely because he belongs to a different faith. But the Church says an honest heathen has no virtue; his honesty doesn't mean anything. People of character in other parts of the world can no longer see it that way. Gradually they have come to the conclusion that it is better to deal with an honest heathen than with a dishonest Christian. It is quite generally accepted today that a man of his word and one with a high sense of honor is to be respected for these virtues, and not for the faith he adheres to.

It is no longer possible to bring virtue under complete sectarian domination. A man can be honest and belong to any country, any race, in any quarter of the world—this realization is fast coming home to honest persons; and they are recognizing too that a doctrine which is not of that caliber can not survive in this day of airplane rapid transportation for quick contact and radio's instantaneous broadcast communication between peoples. Three hundred or five hundred years ago, when China was so far off that only one out of a million in Europe ever reached it, it was perfectly all right to damn the Chinese Empire wholesale. Practically no one knew the Chinese, or cared anything about them; but now China is our neighbor; the allied millions that live in China have become our common cause brothers and sisters. They are no longer a long way off, and we have found they are made like every one else. We have discovered that instead of these people being as they were described, snorting smoke and having horns and tails, they are perfectly ordinary human beings like ourselves, with the same hopes, the same wishes, the same fears, the same love, with all the sympathies and affections that other people have.

We have also discovered in their own historical development the Chinese have had their own revelations, their own great, good, and honest teachers; that Confucius and Lao-Tze brought to them the same wisdom that we have, only under a different name; that Confucius taught the Golden Rule some 600 years before the Christian era. And we are beginning to appreciate that spiritual quality differences between races have no existence; they are not real; the qualities that are real are honesty, integrity, virtue, and truth. These obviously belong to the men that possess them, or are possessed by them. Regardless of the color, creed, or race, peoples who have a definite understanding of these qualities are no longer to be regarded as heathens; they are to be revered, accepted.

We might look back upon our own doctrines and say: What kind of men were they who fifteen hundred or eighteen hundred years ago taught us to hate everyone except ourselves? Who taught that God, having created the whole earth, loved one-fourth of it and damned the rest? What manner of philosophy did the ancients give that has led to nearly eight thousand wars since the beginning of the Christian Era? These questions are producing earthquakes under the clergy; they are producing soul stirring times. World-minded persons have simply outgrown, collectively, and for a great part individually, the doctrines which are not international and inter-racial and do not relate primarily to fundamental values. We are not any longer interested in philosophies that are not large enough to explain the facts of life. Looking back over the history of Christianity with this in mind, we find there is a grave point of demarcation to be established between Christianity as originally revealed, and Christianity as we have it today. The original founders of the faith surely were not responsible for the condition that has arisen. Nothing in the most ancient sources of our religion as we have it today justifies the extreme dishonesty of the faith that has led to our present evils. The Nazarene said, "Other sheep have I not of this flock," but the Church forgot that. The New Testament records sentence after sentence, paragraph after paragraph, pleading for tolerance, pleading for the establishment of the faith upon the standard of merit. These pleas have all been ignored. The lack of emphasis upon them is indicated by the Church's struggle for supremacy, in complete departure from the original revelation.

If the Christian religion, as originally given, had been perpetuated in honesty and integrity it would have prevented the great catastrophes that have afflicted the ages. But back as early as the fourth and fifth centuries, having fallen on evil times, the institution set in motion the causes of its own destruction; and so Karma has descended and is descending upon it, as surely as it is descending upon the political, financial, and industrial organizations among men.

The law of Cause and Effect is no respecter of the magnitude or the solemnity of the faith it attacks. It destroys everything that has not been true to itself. The only way an individual can live, the only way an institution can survive, the only way a race can continue, is by being true inside and setting in motion causations of permanence. And these causations can not be based upon wealth or power; those established in abiding integrity alone can survive.

When we compare the doctrine of the Church with the doctrine of Asia concerning the law, we must first recognize that we are not dealing with an anti-Christian doctrine. When the author of Christ of the Indian Road, puts Karma against Christ, he shows he has not read his own Bible; for Karma is merely...
"As ye sow so shall ye reap,"—just as good and clear a statement in the Christian Bible as it is in the Vedas. The Law of Compensation is that we are punished according to our evil deeds, and rewarded according to our virtuous acts. These are equally fundamental tenets of Christianity. They are equally fundamental tenets of Brahmanism.

Why is it these important things should have been relegated to a secondary position as gradually there arose the structure erected upon the foundation of blind faith, instead of upon the foundation of enduring Law? Christianity as a primitive religion contained the necessary elements of an enduring faith; and had it been built upon these, instead of upon the illusionary interpretations of its dogma, it would not be today divided into 250 warring schisms.

Egypt, which possessed the same doctrines that the ancient Aryan-Hindus possessed, went for nearly 5,000 years without one major revolution or reorganization of its religious life. The faith endured without change, without schisms, for thousands of years, simply because it was based not upon interpretations by personalities, but upon the immutable Law.

When the early Church began interpreting and re-arranging and picking the bones of others it inaugurated a bone-picking era that has continued ever since. It established a precedent that is sure to be fatal. Instead of taking the simple facts of the Law, the early Christian fathers began excusing and twisting and re-arranging and picking the bones of the scripture. It is scripture-twisting that has given us our schisms. All agree on certain facts, then disagree upon the facts agreed upon.

Such a condition can not exist in a system established upon principle and not upon personalities and interpretation. There is no intelligent argument between schisms. All agree on certain facts, then disagree upon the facts agreed upon. Such a condition can not exist in a system established upon principle and not upon personalities and interpretation. There is no intelligent argument between schisms. All agree on certain facts, then disagree upon the facts agreed upon.

The Law of Karma has a virtue in it that gives it enduring solidarity. Karma is going to be a great doctrine among men when the white race is forgotten; for strangely enough it is the races that forgot the Law which have not lived, which have been speedily forgotten.

The author of Christ of the Indian Road opposes the Law of Karma with the doctrine of the Forgiveness of Sin. To him, Christianity represents the religion of the repentant thief; to him religion is an infinite mercy, which becomes so infinitely merciful it ceases to be merciful at all. It is the same kind of mercy, the same kind of sentimental impulse, in which the fond parent cannot resist the small child's plea for an ice cream cone and undermines the constitution of the child by feeding it too many sweets. The doting parent who gives the child what it wants we may refer to as a nice, kind parent, but in the last analysis we will decide it is a very foolish parent, and an inconsistent one. One whose bonds beyond the point of reason is no longer kind. One who helps everyone, whether they deserve it or not, hurts the majority of those supposedly helped. Mercy not backed by a realization of justice is not merciful. Nothing is more unkind than to do something for an individual who does not deserve it, for this not only breaks the law of merit, but destroys the standard of merit in the individual for whom the something is done.

Why should a man earn anything if he can get it without earning it? Consider the economic situation as it exists at this time. Charity is a corrupt force. If instead of spending millions for charity, we would take a like sum, or a vaster sum, and spend it in the re-arrangement of our system so that charity would be unnecessary, then we would be doing a real good. Men on doles are a menace to the country and the world; all men are entitled to the opportunity for honest work, honest effort, and a reasonable remuneration.

That is equally true in religion. The only thing that can be really practical in a religion, noble in a religious belief, is a faith that is honest, a faith by which each individual is given the right to make or unmake himself according to his own merit.

Great evils have arisen in society through the unhappy partnership between the Church and the State, for as the State corrupted the lives of individuals for its own benefit, the Church forgave the culprit in the name of God. When man did wrong, the faith exonerated him. A man could live badly his whole life, but buy a stained glass window in eleventh hour repentance and be forgiven. Why should men try for virtue, when the highest religious ideals tell them to do as they please, repent at the eleventh hour, mumble the right formula, and wake up in heaven? That kind of doctrine is not one of infinite gentleness and forgiveness on the part of the divine power; it is more an evidence that a divine power which permits such a condition is itself without integrity or purpose. It is not the gentle faith. The gentle faith is the same faith that the child learns at its mother's knee, the faith of living well, living honestly, doing the right thing as you see it, to stand strong for what you believe, suffer, if necessary for truth, but above all things remain intrinsically honest.

Integrity, honesty, is little emphasized. It is so much in eclipse that a brilliant author, a man of long religious experience, writes his book, Christ of the Indian Road, as if unaware of its existence.

His intention toward honesty is warped by his training; he is the victim of his own teachings; he is part of a Church that believes it is too big and powerful it could not be wrong. Under the same delusion that has affected the Church for years, he finally comes to the belief that honesty is opposed to Christ. He firmly believes the individual by doing the right thing does not merit anything; he only merits by blind acceptance. To him, a life of character is not as important as a last minute repentance. He believes it, and is one among millions who also believe it. They surely intend to be honest, but while they believe as they do, is true honesty reasonably possible?

No great philosophical system worthy of the name of Truth has ever believed in the damnation of the human soul. That point of view is only possible in a religious system. Perhaps the only way you can make an individual honest is to scare him out of his wits; but it doesn't seem that way to me. No system meriting the name of intelligent religion believes any Diety will ever enjoy the suffering of its creation. The purpose of all growth is final perfection. There is no need in a growing Universe for a static heaven or a static hell.

Nor do the great religious, philosophic systems of the world permit the individual to presume he is going to a final Nirvana or a return to Abraham's Bosom until he has earned it—the chosen abiding places of the perfected lives are not going to be flooded by insignificant individuals who merely arrived there by virtue of their sectarian affiliations. In the Universe there is a...
It is incredible that in this enlightened
age we could have a religious system
which has failed to see that the doctrine
of the Law is compatible with and re-
concilable with a doctrine of Love.
Many a good Christian accepts Christ as
the symbol of love; but of course, the
man may have a hazy idea of what love
is. Children who are spoiled by their
parents are said to be loved by them.
That which we spoil may seem to
love, but we are really headed toward
disgrace, because what we spoil we come
to hate; and so the idea of what love is
may be a very abstract idea to this good
creature. He probably visualizes love
as a symbol of a Messianic someone
who'll tenderly and lovingly look down
from above and pat his children on the
head paternally. Yet with a moment's
consideration he would realize that love
must have sternness as well as gentleness;
love requires the correction of faults; from the beginning it seeks to
establish the standard of integrity.

The parent's duty is not to always
peremptorily forgive, it is required to dis-
Ciiple when necessary. Look at mankind
today and you will realize a lot of disci-
plining could have been done.

Around all our good clergyman are
thousands of evidences that happiness
must be earned, that virtue must be
eared, and that intelligence does not
come to men without effort. He has
proof that all the evil things we do
bring about their reaction, that those
who are virtuous are rewarded, and that
those who are wicked suffer for their
evils. This is the Christian religion.
And yet the good minister can conceive
the Law of Compensation as irresconcil-
able with the divinity and humanity of
Christ. Part of a vast organization that
has in this country nearly 40 million
members, he represents the deeply
thoughtful and presumably most able of
those members, and yet he cannot see
the Law and religious faith working to-
gether. He can not see that the Law of
Compensation is the way in which
the parent controls the child, yet he sees
about him the result of the doctrine of
lawlessness, he sees the prevailing
marching force of anti-religious move-
ments dominating the world today. It
is time for him to realize that he is see-
ing the handwriting on the wall, to see
he has been weighed in the balance and
found wanting, as his institutions have
been weighed and found wanting.

Wholly opposed to churchly attitudes
are the new theories of science. Science
finds the Law inevitable, and in the
journey of time science will directly justify
the Law of Cause and Effect. It is ac-
cepted by the scientist without consider-
ation; he is perfectly confident if he puts
a certain amount of material substance
in a chemical retort the result will be a
certain product. If it were ever any-
thing else, if the same cause did not
produce the same effect, the whole
of human knowledge would collapse. The
Law of Cause and Effect dominates the
Universe. Science, finding exactness,
has found a law which is the corner-
stone of all religions, something so
powerful, so vital and real it is impos-
sible to escape for a moment from it.

And so religion has a new opposing
force rising up in the form of science.
The Church no longer finds the majority
of its members standing up for it. A
religion does not collapse from the en-
emies without correction within from the
weakness within. If Christianity breaks
down, it is not going to be the pagan
or heathen that destroys it, it will be its
own inherent weakness. The Church is
faced with the inevitable—either refor-
mation or collapse, the same thing that
faces economics. Unless we correct
existing evils, the evils will destroy them-
selves; and there will be a holocaust of
destruction which they go. Either the
faiths of man must reform or they will
go down to a common oblivion. Man
will not be left faithless, but it may
mean centuries of agonism.

The time has come very definitely for
individuals to consider religious prob-
lems individually and intelligently. It
is quite possible that the world changes
now upon us may mean eventual and
final destruction of religious institutions
as we know them. But whatever the
measure of this destruction the deterior-
ation of institutions can never destroy
man's own personal consciousness to-
ward the Truth within himself, for re-
ligion is in essence an inner mystery.
True religion is a realization that exists
in himself, in relationship to reality
as a whole. Religion is essentially a per-
sonal matter, definitely a matter of
measure of this destruction the deterior-
ation of institutions can never destroy
man's own personal consciousness to-
ward the Truth within himself, for re-
ligion is in essence an inner mystery.
True religion is a realization that exists
in himself, in relationship to reality
as a whole. Religion is essentially a per-
sonal matter, definitely a matter of
inherent in Karma is the forgiveness of
sin—it is the forgiveness of sin by the
working out of sin. According to the
theory of our penal code, a transgres-
sor who goes to prison goes to pay a
debt to the State; and when he has paid
that debt he is to be regarded as an
honest man. In other words, once he
has completed the payment of his debt
he is regarded as an honest man again.
In right interpretation of the Chris-
tian doctrine I believe we can find a
method of reconciling Christ and Karma.
Inherent in Karma is the forgiveness of
sin—it is the forgiveness of sin by the
working out of sin. According to the
theory of our penal code, a transgres-
sor who goes to prison goes to pay a
debt to the State; and when he has paid
that debt he is to be regarded as an
honest man. In other words, once he
has completed the payment of his debt
he is regarded as an honest man again.
In right interpretation of the Chris-
tian doctrine I believe we can find a
method of reconciling Christ and Karma.
and lives, "As ye sow so shall ye reap" could do it. We have a religion that does not enforce. We have a religion that caters to peoples' whimsies; we have a religion that tells the poor man to be patient, and gives the rich man the privilege so to do as he pleases. That is the way it works, and working that way it is in the end must fail. We cannot say that 1800 years of Christianity has made many converts. The lowly Nazarene would not have to survive the industry dominated economics of today, and when a minister tries to preach honesty in his religion he loses his church; there is no following today of the deeds of that same Nazarene before whose name 40 million people bow. They bow, but they do not do his works. And the reason they do not do his works is, they believe they need not do them. Let someone else do them. Let someone else be honest.

A religious system which is too weak to hold the strong, one that does not build character from the beginning, a religious system which tells man that no matter how many mistakes he makes God will understand him and forgive him, such a religious system must fail. If man were really repentant, if man were as highly advanced as we would like to think he is, the gentle reproof of the Universal Law would be sufficient, for man would be truly sorry. But man is not at all sorry. He is tickled to pieces he got away with. He is not to be reached from so high a level of consciousness—he isn't living there. He is living on a level of consciousness where he is going to try to get away with anything he can get away with.

The only way we can meet this intelligently is to realize there is no interval between honesty and Christ; and that the idea that an individual is responsible for his own life, for his own actions, is not a heathen or pagan belief, but a Christian belief. And that any individual in any part of the world who is honest is religious. And any individual who is not honest is a heathen, and there are no other heathens. A heathen is not a person who believes in an inferior religion; he is an individual with any religion that he does not live up to. A heathen is an individual who claims to belong to a religious system and lives the life of a barbarian.

Honesty is the exception in this generation, and as someone observed, the unprofitable exceptions. It is something an individual dislikes to be suspected of. It is humiliating. Someone says to the small boy on the corner, "Oh, you are one of those goody-goody boys who do not believe in hurting anything." Any individual who is trying to live right is bearing the brunt of ridicule of a thousand different forms of buzzards and leeches. In the common street parlance, the honest man is the "fall guy."

Now this condition existing in a century of progress where we have great religious opportunities is an indictment against our religious system. It tells us our clergy has gone into a religious racket and has lost the name of spiritual purpose, lost the respect of their ablest thinkers and are no longer able to control the masses. The virtues and values of life are gone, and there is rising outside the churches groups of scholars, thinkers, seekers, attempting to restore and reorganize these faiths, and from them probably will have to rise the faiths of the future.

But we have no problem of the interval between the East and the West; we have an interval between values, between merits and demerits, and the differences are not the differences in faiths but in the differences in the living of faiths. The one thing that is important and real is for us to realize that regardless of what an individual is an Atheist, an Agnostic, a Jew, or a Christian, regardless of whether he acknowledges Christ or doesn't, whatever his faith, with us he comes under one law, one immutable law, "As ye sow so shall ye reap." There is no exception.

Any individual not strong enough to do what he knows to be right, and who has not the courage to look forward to the reward of honest action, can have no place in the rebuilding of the civiliza-
Mysticism

An example of what that means is in the story of the Roman who entered the Temple of Zeus and was met by the priest. The priest asked if he could be of assistance to this Roman seeking spiritual help, and the Roman inquired, "Whose house is this?" The priest replied, "This is the house of God." The Roman said, "Then man, stand to one side." A Messianic doctrine is actually contrary to mysticism in its purely technical, abstract meaning. The common term, Christian mysticism, is thus a misnomer, because the mystic does not believe in the intermediary doctrine. He does not believe it is necessary for Deity to be represented by any link with man. Rather, he believes in the direct, internal communication between himself and whatever he may care to term the spiritual source of his power.

An outstanding mystic of the 19th Century was the great Indian saint, Sri Ramakrishna. Sri Ramakrishna—teacher of a large group of Vedantists in India, and the teacher of Swami Vivekananda—was a pure mystic, in his belief that in the internalizing of his spiritual faculties he was able to participate directly in the consciousness of what he called the World Mother, or the Universal, benign source of life.

Systems of philosophy, such as Platonic, or even Buddhaist, are not true mysticism. They belong to a different order of quest. And at least seven such orders or methods of achieving the same thing have to be recognized, according to the seven basic temperaments that are evolving in the human race. In proper reference to mysticism, we can not say Platonist mystics, nor Buddhist mystics, nor can we say Confucian mystics. But we can say Taoist mystics, because Lao-Tse himself was one who believed wisdom was attainable by inner spirit alone—and that is the root of mysticism.

The discipline of mysticism—or, the method by which the human consciousness is conditioned to be able to achieve this mystic union or yoga—is not a discipline of intellect. It is a discipline of internal feeling, visualization, or spiritualized emotion. The mystic's approach is that of spiritualized emotion in which the refinement of the human impulse of feeling reacts to beauty, reacts to all the simplest and most attenuated of human emotions, resulting in a participation in a universal emotion. In a more specific sense, we can say mysticism is a universal emotion; it is to feel with God concerning the nature of all life and living things.

It would be quite impossible for Platonism in itself, as taught by Plato, to be a mystical doctrine. It is philosophic, because it implies the attainment of wisdom through the perfection of the mind. Then the individual is able to think with God, or to contemplate the spiritual state through the extension of intellectual powers. To contemplate upon the nature of Deity is to be a philosopher; to approach, in terms of feeling an attempt to discover Truth through an emotional experience in Space, is to be a mystic.

Boehme was a mystic, the German shoemaker who became one of the world's great leaders of spiritual apprehension. Jelal-ud-Din, the great Dervish of Islam, was a mystical Akhnaton, the Egyptian Pharaoh, was a mystic; and so was St. Francis of Assisi.

Mysticism, an internal communication with some larger Truth, some vast pageantry of Reality, is always associated with certain emotional reflections. The mystic must constantly guard against the excesses of emotional content in his living. Just as the intellectualist can become too intellectual, so can the emotionalist become too emotional and frustrate his own purpose. Mysticism is more natural to man than philosophy; most of the primitive religions of the world have had a strong mystical content. But this mystical part has been largely distorted by the rising of theosophical, intermediators. As we have built up great theological systems, these have undertaken the responsibility of acting as interpreters of spiritual power, and so gradually created the theological viewpoint, which is only semi-mystical, not truly mystical.

It requires the general definition of terms to approach the problem of mysticism with a right sense of the values involved. In mysticism, as a very definite type of thought and life, all the intellectual processes are directed toward emotional processes. The problem of refining these emotions, training them, disciplining them, perfecting them, is similar in the sphere of emotions to the training, disciplining, and perfecting the intellect in the sphere of philosophy, and the other and various mental approaches to Reality. Very seldom is it observed or recorded that the intellectualist, the dominant intellectualist, experiences mystical extension of consciousness.

A person naturally approaches life either from the standpoint of thought, or the standpoint of feeling. If his approach to life is from the standpoint of thought, he is going to endeavor intellectual pursuits. He will be a scientist, or a philosopher; or he may become a teacher; in the sense of an academician; or a biologist; a physiologist; or he may enter law, or medicine. In these various sciences and professions the mind dominates, and the aim is perfection and use of the mental powers. But the individual basically inclined to be a mystic, is more apt to drift into the arts, music, possibly literature, poetry; he is more apt to be interested in religious matters. In older days, when the field for the expression of any conviction was limited, his drift was into theology. For it is to be realized that a man must constantly condition his inner convictions to the opportunities of his outer life; nor any of us are able to do exactly what we want to do—we can only do that which is possible for us to do. And in Europe from the end of the 4th Century to the beginning of the 16th Century, there was no possibility of being a mystic without being
at the same time a nominal Christian, and the mystically inclined then began the process of adapting mysticism to the prevailing religious convictions. It was that adaptation that resulted in a definite distortion of the metaphysical pattern. These olden time people were basically mystics, but their mysticism was not a pure stream of belief.

In our day we have greater opportunity for expression of our internal convictions, and the mystic can drift into the arts and employ the various vehicles of creative emotions. In this natural division between the arts and sciences we have the result that the mystical experience is very rare in the scientific world, where the whole point of view is opposed by a basic pattern not sympathetic to mysticism. In the same way the philosophic accomplishment is extremely rare in the field of arts, and only in great souls do these two blend together in any reasonable degree of excellence.

Probably no one would be more interested in mystical experiences than today's scientists. While I rib these gentlemen occasionally, there is no doubt that most of them are basically very sincere; they have made a veritable religion of their science, of their work they have made a life; and nearly all of them are against a blank wall—they can go on only so far. For they are sure to come face to face with mystical abstractions which they cannot penetrate. Actually they are the type who would love to make the experiment of mysticism, they would love the adventure of it, with the hope to find answers to their questions. But it takes but a moment's thought to know that the very thing they would hope to find is contrary to the mystical experience itself. No; these extensions of power are not for the science-minded; they are reserved for persons without the intellectual point of view.

And so science feels called upon to depreciate metaphysics and mysticism. Because the scientific mind does not experience the mystical, it inclines toward denial of its reality.

In the world we live in now, we have two definite ways of accepting the crisis problems of our time. Catastrophe is gradually coming to the lives of a number of us, and in the course of the next year or two the problem will come closer to us as tragedy. Immense personal problems hang over the whole of our race, and we are becoming more and more anxious to find answers, solutions—something that will solve or comfort. Normal search will follow along philosophical lines; but the search for comfort will follow along mystical lines. Comfort, mystically interpreted, means the inward discovery of something that makes us feel right about things as they are.

This mystical comfort does not necessarily need to be accompanied by an exact scientific demonstration of fact. The mystical accepts Truth through inner experience without doubt or question or demand for proof. That which is known is sufficiently proved by the fact of being known. The mystical cannot explain why he believes what he believes, but he is entirely convinced of the adequacy of this belief, and is entirely satisfied with it in his own life.

The problems of our time open to two definite approaches. One is to put the world in order through thought. The other is to put the world in order through feeling—through the inward perception of the reality of things.

To put the world in order through thought, is to approach it Platonically. Let us take the steps of this as a problem and see what they mean to us.

First, let us take the Platonic universal: Things as they are, are good. This is the most difficult philosophic basis to attain, but it is the beginning of all particular approaches to philosophy. Things as they are—they are according to powers, forces, circumstances beyond human control. That which is beyond human control, is in the control of Nature. Nature is the manifestation of Divine Law, and can not be interfered with by the intellectual processes of man; therefore, that which is beyond the control of man is beyond the corruption of man. The human intellect, which is the source of most of man's difficulties, has no power over that which is beyond it in magnitude or in value. Therefore, as the condition as it is, is beyond the control of the individual, it is in the control of the universal; and all universal is in Truth, and through Truth. Platonically speaking, things as they are, are of sovereign rightness, with no excuse possible or necessary. Regardless of how it may appear to us, that which is beyond our control but which affects us is the greatest good for ourselves.

Until a condition comes under our domination so that we may say Yea or Nay to it, we need not consider the problem of value. The moment any matter reaches our sphere of action so that we can control it, then we can use it for good or evil according to our own temperament; but when it is beyond our control as an individual, then it is not capable, basically, of being distorted by human purpose.

You may say that the entire world situation as it exists today is a distortion by man of a universal value. That is true. In other words, war is not dictated by the gods, but is the result of human beings failing to maintain certain standards of ethics among themselves. Let us consider that a moment, philosophically.

War is a motion in society caused by man, but not caused by a man, contrary to our general belief. It is a motion not directly due to any one person; therefore it cannot be corrected by anyone person. You, each of you, are a victim, but are not in a position to correct the condition. Even a minority working together is not capable of correcting the condition. Nor is a majority capable of correcting the cause. War, caused by man, it is not caused by an individual and is a collective affecting the individuals who form the collective; therefore, technically, it is beyond the control of any individual. Being beyond the control of an individual, it is superior to him.

Whatever is superior to us in power is superior to us in virtue...that sounds difficult. We inquire, Why is it superior to us in virtue? For the simple reason that basically all collectives are superior in virtue to the individual parts of themselves. In relationship to the individual who dies, this large pattern of war disaster is in the same relation as storms and earthquakes, tidal waves and pestilences, are collective motions in nature affecting individuals, so is war a collective motion affecting individuals.

In the study and development of Platonism we know that no collective affecting individuals can affect those individuals contrary to good, nor contrary to right. In other words, that which is the common destiny of man is the common good of man. Now then, in this case, can we say that war is the common good? Certainly. It is a good to be achieved only at great cost, common good to be achieved at the price of great collective disaster. If we walk across the battlefields, or go through the wards of our hospitals and see the wreckage that the war has caused, it is very difficult for us to see good and to
recognize the motion of a supreme wisdom at work in the world. But by philosophy, by incontestable Law, by the demonstration of experience, and by the proof of all previous living of the human race, all this shows at this moment that which has occurred is the most necessary, the greatest good, and the most perfect assurance of the progress of the race.

It is the same problem as when the parent finds it necessary to chastise the wayward child. We are still infants in the problem of juvenile psychology, despite wide public discussion of just how to treat the delinquent juvenile. In the last generation it was customary to spank the child within an inch of its life, on the theory that if a bent twig is good a broken one is better. Then came the reaction and the dignity of the juvenile became so dominant with us that we figured we should never punish them at all, that we should let them grow to become God's perfect children. Experience, however, again demonstrated that these perfect children could become a nuisance to the neighborhood and a menace to themselves.

All through Nature, whether in the lower kingdoms or in the human kingdom, the wayward must be brought into line. The mother bear takes its great awkward paw and slowly spans the wayward cub. But Nature also goes much farther, even to destroying the wayward in whatever kingdom they occur. The one animal that drifts away from the heard is attacked by wolves and killed. Nature rewards all team-work and punishes all isolationism. Nature teaches us very simply that to disobey is to die. Whether it is the ant in the ant hill, or a herd of elephants in Central Africa, or a group of proboscis monkeys, or that other group of proboscis animals called men, the fact remains to obey is to live, and to disobey is to die. This is one of Nature's eternal edicts for which there is no exception. You can study it in everything from the blade of grass to the greatest star in space—in obedience is survival.

This inevitable is impressed upon man in the phenomenon of war. Man disobeys, and war is then to the collective life of the race exactly the same thing as is the pack of wolves on the outer margins of a herd of cattle, watching for stragglers, watching for strays, and watching with particular delight the young heifer that intends to show the world what it is going to do. The young heifer decides, "I am not going with the herd, I am an individual;" and a little later that same heifer is metamorphosed into a square meal for the wolves. Nature demands obedience of everything that lives. It is the discipline of staying away from the herd and being claved to pieces by the wolves—not once, but a thousand times in space—that is to finally bring man into the consciousness of cooperation. Thousands of lives of resistance will in the end bring willing obedience. When the human race was born, it was born out of the experience of a whole world that had gone before. That whole world had suffered and died, and paid the penalty of the stragglers; and it had been born again, and it strayed away again, and was destroyed; and then born again it was destroyed again, until finally after hundreds of these experiences there gradually arose in the consciousness the realization that one had best not stray.

In a complete reversal was then produced the huddling instinct, and no one dared move at all. Primitive people do not like to be alone; they are afraid of the dark; the natural fear of the dark, which is possessed by all creatures, comes from the prehistoric world when death lurked in the darkness and men were always afraid to stray away. It is to be observed in China today, where communities are huddled together, houses leaning against houses, where but a few miles away is open land, rich, usable land, untouched because men wish to huddle together. In China, only the dead do not huddle. They are laid out in great rows in the rice fields with proper space for each, as the living huddle.

The human being having emerged as a separate creation, one with an intellectual life, is subject to innumerable forms of waywardness of which the lower kingdoms are not capable. Men, having better minds, can make bigger and better mistakes. The wandering heifer in the herd of cattle is capable only of making one or two serious mistakes; man is capable of making a wide diversity. And not only is he capable of considerable in­generosity in his delinquency, he is further­more capable of creating out of the pattern of his delinquency policies that govern other men. In other words, man is capable of elevating error to power, declaring it to be a way of life. He is equally capable of perpetuating his mistakes by brute force and awkwardness over long periods of time. Nearly all the troubles we are suffering from today are of ancient origin. When we were fighting today had its beginning in Babylonia, in Egypt, in Chaldea, thousands of years ago. It is the result of man desperately desiring to perpetuate his systems and policies, regardless of whether they are right or wrong; and of his unwillingness to accept that they produce nothing but mistakes, is proof they are wrong. Man is going to make his way of life stick if it is the last thing he does, and it probably will be.

We are so mightily resolved to cling to our errors because they are old; they are recognized and well established; in any daily newspaper we can read of men willing to sacrifice themselves, their neighbors, their country, and their world, to preserve their own well-founded, ill-grounded opinions. Facts are of no interest to them. They would not know facts if they saw them; they have been trained out of facts, trained out of the ability to recognize them. Between religion, education, politics, and the press we have been given a bullet-proof armor against facts. Not only are we unwillling to recognize them, we are perfectly willing to dramatically and dynamically oppose them at every turn.

We are willing to assume, and still would like to believe, that what we call our way of doing things is right.

Our way of doing things, which has so often it becomes rather unpleasant as those imperfections are personalized. The economic system is pretty good until someone forgets the mortgage on us; then we discover it is not so good as we thought. But it is wonderful when we can use it to forestall the mortgage on someone else. And all the way along it is good while it serves our selfishness, bad when it serves someone else. Nature is a tremendous community. Men, having lived for so long is unsupportable in Nature, undefendable in Nature. Nature has not the slightest interest in what we like, or wish; it continues its eternal process of forcing the wayward heifer back into the herd. We are part of a great galaxy of worlds, thousands of suns, billions of worlds populated by innumerable creations and orders of life, all moving magnificently according to the harmonics of the spheres; and down in one little corner—on what Mark Twain called the wart—is man, who insists upon being different. He is going to show the rest of the universe how things ought to be run! He is going to subdivide Space, organize it into wards, and put politicians to work. He is going to have it his way; and so with his chin high, he smartly and egotistically ambles away from the herd and right into the pack of waiting wolves. And that is the way it should be according to Nature, because there are times when the organization and complete working
together of the herd is necessary for the survival of all.

Study of animal life discloses that there are times when the complete and perfect obedience of the herd is necessary for all of the herd, and the herd knows it. Some one old steer wise in the way of the prairie and the field is master, and all the others obey. He knows what is necessary for the herd to do for its own survival. It is interesting that an individualism instinct that would make any animal dangerous to the good of the herd causes him to eliminate himself. That is exactly what happens to the human race, and if the animal never asks why it is destroyed, does not have the internal capacity to know, man does ask and does know; and as a result he has developed the philosophical instinct. This is the instinct of determining what is wrong. And just as a small child should be corrected in some way, naturally not ordinarily, for itself own good, so the human race as a whole has to be kept in line. Individuals singly and in groups, who do wrong must be punished, not because anyone has a grudge against them, but because they menace the whole program, and because the thing they are doing, regardless of how well they like to do it, is wrong for them as well as for the rest.

This is not very true of us in our particular case and in our time, because practically the whole of the herd is wrong. Instead of the occasional animal getting out of line, we have in the pattern of humanity the entire race out of line—out of line with the larger motion which includes all races, species, types, and kinds. The collective error has become our virtue. We believe out way is right because everyone else is making the same error. Out of this collective error has come our standard of right, a standard undisciplined by any self-control. For us, right is to have things the way we want them; with the minimum of pain, a minimum of difficulty, a minimum of effort, and a maximum of reward.

That this is our idea of right, we can see by studying comparative concepts of heaven evolved by various nations. Not one nation has evolved an idea of heaven in which there is any work done in heaven! Heaven is of course our own subconscious desire, therefore heaven to each individual of whatever religious group is the substance of his secret longing concerning action. In almost every instance it is a conception of a lazy man's world. Sometimes the streets are paved with gold, a most stupid conception. Sometimes it consists of eternal punishment. According to the Nordics, Valhalla was a place where the great boar was killed every day, where the heaven sent feasted on it the whole day, with every night the meat renewed so they could start in eating again the next day. Another group had another notion—their heavenly idea was to fight all day. The day began in heaven as each individual took a long sword at sunrise, whatever hour that might be, and fought all day long, cutting and slashing each other to bits. Then every night all wounds were healed, so human carnage could start again next day. Sometimes the concept of heaven was a place where you could go hunting forever. Sometimes it was a place you could sleep forever.

Sometimes you never slept at all. But never was heaven conceived of as a place to work very hard—except doing the things you wanted to do. Ever basic in the subconscious is man's single idea of paradise—to do as he pleases. And this is his idea too of a good job on earth, to do here as he pleases, and be paid for it.

This being the basic motion, you can see that the whole pattern is wrong. Heaven is not seen as a place where the individual does what the Universe wants him to do; but a place where the Universe lets him do anything he wants to do! Simple study of this, our concept of the post mortem state, shows where we went off the track in the beginning, reveals to us that we have been off the track ever since. If we stay off the track long enough we will ultimately destroy ourselves, because it is a certainty that we cannot destroy the Universe, which is greater than we are. No matter how long we try we can never change the Universe to our own will, because our will is not right to begin with. We can conceivably support our superstitious and our prejudices possibly for five hundred incarnations, but ultimately we will be forced into line.

With the larger part of humanity off the track, there are some individuals who are on the track, and to these it must be obvious that there must be some way of forcing the collective error back into the way of rightness. Well, this collective error, as it goes on, does not produce what man expects and hopes it will. We have already been experimenting with our own kind of civilization for several thousand years, and it has not worked. The longer it goes on, the more complicated it becomes, and the more rapidly it breaks down. It is not right, and no matter how long we continue, it will never be right. Our children's children to the ninth and tenth generations will still be in trouble. We will be in more and more individualist trouble until finally we will depart so far from the herd that the pack of wolves will catch up with us, as the end to all our dreams and hopes. To be permitted to go on doing this is like permitting the small child to go on undisciplined. The child of course would rather have it that way, but when the child reaches its majority growth and the knowledge of right and wrong and of the necessity for self-discipline, then the parent who did not correct that child will be disliked for having failed in the basic duty of parenthood. In the collective, man is childlike, and would like to go along generation after generation doing wrong and enjoying it; but as time finally matures the human race to the knowledge that it stands in the midst of its own delinquencies, it will be critical of its parenthood, ready to cast against heaven the voice of its dis-
Loving the majority of mankind, but hating about everyone we personally know, is a common state of affairs, for we overestimate the actuality of our own superiority. When it is true that the individual is wiser than the majority, then he is beyond the reach of anything that hurts those of a lesser degree of understanding. This is not because he remains aloof and refuses to suffer with them; it is because he sees further into the problem, can realize the important good in whatever circumstance he studies. The Master of the Show has a reason for things as they are, and not as we want them to be. The greatest good that can come to us as spiritual beings is to realize that the thing that is happening to us is exactly what we deserve; and the thing that is coming to us is the greatest good.

We now come to the problem of war to the individual. Of course, everyone feels he should be an exception to the tragedy. Theoretically nothing that there are exceptions, in the people who are more like us—say, out of the billions of people on this earth we can presume there are one-half million, or a quarter million—now we are getting closer—who really do not deserve the tragedy of war. They are here sharing the earth tragedy, but theoretically the larger karma is not theirs because they are a little more intelligent, a little more spiritually advanced than man in general. Now presuming that is true, presuming there is a certain group that is theoretically beyond this experience as a necessity, what about it? Well, if they are beyond this condition as a necessity they have achieved that condition of beyondness by being beyond the mass mind in the larger collective’s limitation of perspective and understanding. If they are really beyond the collective condition, they are also beyond the limitation of collective viewpoint; and, therefore, beyond the reach of the collective tragedy.

There are of course many persons who think they are beyond, but their actual living experience proves they are not beyond,—like the person who told me, “You know, I have completely impersonalized my emotions; but I am broken hearted in every way they say I am acting.” What they have accomplished is impersonalization of their emotions toward those for whom they never had any emotions.

approval. “If God is good, why does He permit me to do wrong?” In the long run man would conceivably blame the very God he now prays to for assistance in getting out of his present difficulties. The truly honest person already has the inner conviction that the gods will not permit man to get away with anything.

This is the approach that enables us to see why the present war is the greatest good; we can see why war is necessary to bring man back to the Plan; we can see it is essential for the survival of the race that mass motion in the wrong direction must be disciplined.

One would think that a few hundred wars would have pointed up that problem. But it is the problem of perception when we do not wish to see. It may be that thousands of wars must yet be fought. But if man suffers just as long as man himself chooses to disobey, it is good.

We may say a large percentage of those who suffer do not know they are disobeying. That is true. The little helper wandering off from the herd does not know it is disobeying. The thing we have overlooked in this whole problem is the thing that makes it all straight; and that is, behind the physical body of the individual, and behind his physical personality, there is something vastly more important that is learning—even if man’s personality does not know what it is all about. It is in his superphysical Over-Self that he is gaining experience. And whether in this conscious life we know it or not, in the subconscious part of ourselves we do know, and we are learning.

When the small child passes through a serious illness when only a few years old, as a physical child apparently it did not merit that sickness, and we think it gains nothing from it. But that is because we have not the good sense to realize that behind the small child is an eternal entity as old as we are, or older, and that is what is experiencing and learning. The Master of the Show has a reason for things as they are, and not as we want them to be. The greatest good that can come to us as spiritual beings is to realize that the thing that is happening to us is exactly what we deserve; and the thing that is coming to us is the greatest good.

We now come to the problem of war to the individual. Of course, everyone feels he should be an exception to the tragedy. Theoretically nothing that there are exceptions, in the people who are more like us—say, out of the billions of people on this earth we can presume there are one-half million, or a quarter million—now we are getting closer—who really do not deserve the tragedy of war. They are here sharing the earth tragedy, but theoretically the larger karma is not theirs because they are a little more intelligent, a little more spiritually advanced than man in general. Now presuming that is true, presuming there is a certain group that is systematically beyond this experience as a necessity, what about it? Well, if they are beyond this condition as a necessity they have achieved that condition of beyondness by being beyond the mass mind in the larger collective’s limitation of perspective and understanding. If they are really beyond the collective condition, they are also beyond the limitation of collective viewpoint; and, therefore, beyond the reach of the collective tragedy.

There are of course many persons who think they are beyond, but their actual living experience proves they are not beyond,—like the person who told me, “You know, I have completely impersonalized my emotions; but I am broken hearted in every way they say I am acting.” What they have accomplished is impersonalization of their emotions toward those for whom they never had any emotions.
a great sea of emotions and these are eternally getting out of line. I believe that all the time the mind is saying certain things are so, the emotions are wishing they were not. This is definite conflict. All the time we intellectually affirm the rightness of something, emotionally we are rebelling against it. We know it is this way, but why should it be this way? We know that God is just, but we are going to pray tonight that he save this one or that one. We know that Deity is honest, but keep praying God to be honest, as though it were necessary to add our small voice in order to keep Divinity in order. With most persons there is more worry about keeping God in line than themselves. I have heard on many occasions collective prayers beseeching God not to turn his wrath upon one of our brothers. To what kind of a God do we say, "Oh, please, God, show mercy upon our sisters." That is not Deity with faint praise. At the same time that we intellectually believe and can understand on the surface of our thinking that the Universe is straight, underneath is our tragic, almost uncontrollable wish that it was some other way. The conviction that our faith in the eternity of Right. With also the ability to accept that which occurs as proof of right.

If faith alone had to carry the whole burden it might be more difficult; but faith and philosophy are two different approaches to the same thing and bring the same answers in the end. There is nothing that man is asked to believe that cannot be demonstrated intellectually to be the most reasonable answer to the question. While the mystic may not think it through, he is actually pinning his faith upon the same thing which philosophy has thought through. In these days, more and more of us are wondering about those whom we care for, wondering about the future of our race, wondering about the future of our economic and political system. We are hoping that tragedy will not strike close to us, but we know that every instant it is striking somewhere. It is a tremendous challenge for putting things in order.

When catastrophe strikes we frequently discover that we have more strength than we knew we had, strength which enables us to meet disaster with courage. But more than courage to face disaster is necessary to make the pattern correct; we require that wisdom and faith which sees through disaster to eternals. Without these we have not the strength really to do the thing we want to do. We have to be able to meet the problems that arise with the realization that that which occurs is the best thing for you, as the best thing for every part of the pattern. When the man overseas is one who comes home, it is the best thing he could do; when the man does not come, it is also the best thing he could do. The family to which the man comes home is in the best possible place according to Law; and the family to which the man does not come home is in the best possible place according to their own necessity, according to Universal Law.

The pattern changes, and we fight these changes. That which we have always wanted to do we may never be able to do, and we fight that. To us, the thing we want to do is the greatest good, and anything that interferes with it is the greatest evil. But, each one of these situations that arises is good. Each is going to be a challenge to someone. Everything that happens is going to give to the individual to whom it happens a chance to be big. It is going to give him an opportunity to rise to heights of achievement otherwise not possible. What happens is not going to be either good or bad; but what we do with the opportunity determines good or bad for us; and this we have to think about. We cannot continue to function in this world in terms of that which is pleasurable and that which is not pleasurable. We must become mature through evolution; we must begin to think in terms of that which is useful and that which is not useful.

 Appropriately we are in another political year that will try the philosophy and mysticism of many. Already we are seeing the epidemic of conditions which are responsible for many of the evils from which we suffer. The majority of persons involved in the election year, from the standpoint of voters, have not any of them (in terms of semantics) very much justification for an opinion in any direction. This they do not know, but unfortunately they suffer from the confusing compounding of ignorance—not only do they not know, but they do not know that they do not know. Where knowledge is least, there is the most certainty of opinion. And in the next few months we are going to have people happier and unhappier, angry and glad. Many of them will be ruining their digestion, losing sleep, fighting desperately over something they do not know anything about. With the traditional proof from the experience of the past they should know what they think and what they feel is not going to produce any particular, tangible consequences that are worth anything. Things are going to go along, one way or another. Therefore, why not remember that, philosophically speaking, in times of election or political problems he goes furthest who keeps calm and collected, who keeps his poise. Politics is never going to change the face of Nature, but ultimately nature is going to change the face of politics, and I think we all agree it needs a face lifting. So, let us waste no energy in the rapid process of hating someone and worshipping someone, when the one we hate is not big enough to be hated, and the one we worship is not worthy of being venerated. Let us remember it will be a long time before we produce any politicians ready to produce any particular, tangible consequences that are worth anything. Let us keep the blood pressure down, relaxed, placid, fulfilling our own sincere convictions, to the best of our ability. And when we understand that our convictions are utterly inadequate, let us take off enough time to find out what we are voting for, if we can, being sure to read the small print. Having done that to the best of our ability, we realize the words of Walt Whitman, "That which we have earned will know our face." Whatever happens, if we are wise, it is good. If we are otherwise, it is going to be a catastrophe anyway. So we may as well save our energy this year and not waste it on a political tempest in a teapot. We can remember that our own internal understanding is the only ultimate form of government that will
ever be able to preserve any cooperative policy as far as we are concerned. When we obey the Universal Law of life we are well governed. When we disobey Law for any reason, we are in trouble, regardless of our political allegiance.

In the mystical approach toward these attitudes we know as inner experience this rightness, for which there can be no exception. Regardless of what seems to be, we can perceive this rightness even when problems come directly to us. One thing that we have not learned is, that it is useless to try to change the shape of inevitables. It is also useless to mourn over that which has occurred. Repentance and repining pay no dividends. What the individual has to do is to accept his present state and build from it toward the thing he wants to be.

I believe that during the next few years particularly, a great many persons can find great comfort and great strength in the following mystical admo­

ition, "Be still and know that I am God." It is a tremendous statement. It reminds us that it is necessary to have the power in time and stress to be internally quiet, thus to see the working of Universal Reality coming through the tragedy of our personal life—then building from the thing that happens the foundation of a future strength. Many will be the opportunities within the next few years for human beings to be strong. It is a very blessed privilege to be strong.

Unfortunately, many are going to be weak. They are not going to have what it requires within themselves to meet the challenge of the things we call adversity. Instead of grasping the chance of being bigger than they otherwise would have been, they will deny themselves the growth and strength. In long memories of failures and repining, they are going to fail to meet the challenge of their time. And because they will fail there will be more pain to come. They will raise their eyes to heaven and say, "Why have I been so afflicted. I have been afflicted once, and I have been afflicted again. All my life has been one long affliction."

The reason why their life has been so afflicted is because they have not yet risen above the first one. They never won the first fight. They reacted wrongly to the first affliction, and that became number two; they reacted wrongly to that, and it became number three. Continued affliction was in their own failure to meet the challenge. Every time we fail to do that which is next, or that which is good, we multiply the magnitude of our own disasters. And so the lives of millions of human beings for generations to come will depend upon how they meet the one shattering catastrophe that has been brought to them by this war.

The man who has been forced to close up his business will be faced with the problem of whether he can or cannot reestablish it. How he reacts to that, how he solves that problem—that becomes the secret of whether he is to have a good life or a bad life from then on. If he fails, his tragedies and difficulties will continue because adversity does not love him any more, but because he was not big. We are all punished for being less than ourselves. When in adversity a man is big, his career and character will go on. The proof of that we have with us all the time. Those persons in this world whom we call successful, great, and immortal, the illustrious ten thousand names that make up history—they were all little people who did something big at the right moment. They were not bred of different stuff. Most of them were poor and afflicted, suffering; some were blind, some were deaf, and others were crippled; they had every sorrow, tragedy, and infirmity the race knows, and many of them suffered martyrdom in the end. They were not favored by Providence, but they had the courage to believe and to do that which they believed. These greater leaders of our race went through everything we go through, sickness, incurable ailments, even blindness, and exile. In their personal lives is every tragedy imaginable under the sun, everything that we could possibly imagine happened to them. They lived through wars, pestilences, and crime. They lived in cities besieged and cities sacked. They were cut down by the barbarians and poisoned by their relatives. They had everything in the way of afflictions, and yet because they met these things, met them with a magnificent integrity, they went on and became great.

So, greatness is not fortunate circumstance, but great decision. That person is great who chooses in the presence of adversity to cling to Truth, who sacrifices all else for Truth, who becomes one with the immortal fact of Truth.

If you wish to be remembered, serve Truth; if you wish to be forgotten, depart from Truth; if you wish to survive, obey the Law; if you wish to perish, depart from Law. These are not sentimental values, but a deep, profound realization that it is possible to love Truth, to love the Law, and to see an all-embracing beauty and an all-embracing gentleness in the very fact that the struggler is cut down. It is possible to learn to love the wolf pack that follows the herd, for it is serving the divine end. It is fulfilling the most necessary and gentle of all deeds when it corrects man, regardless of the price, for without that correction the whole motion of civilization and evolution would be thwarted.

The gods make it impossible for humanity to actually accomplish its own destruction by cutting it back at the moment its error goes beyond a certain opportunity for people to become big, splendid, and by their own greatness to add lustre to that which is good. We are afraid of their authority, we are afraid of Divine authority. Instead of recognizing authority as our strength, we fear it because it interferes with our dreams. That is why we have to shift the whole point of view and why the viewpoint has been off for so many ages. Faith is to love the Law, to obey it, and its workings, and to realize it is the sovereign good of life.

When we love the Law and have faith in it, then we know that whatever happens to us, or to those around us, all things are working together for the greatest good.

If we have that as an inner conviction we are philosophers; and when we live it we are virtuous.

To my mind, that is one of the great lessons, the great challenge that is coming out of this war. It is a wonderful opportunity for people to become big, and by their own greatness to add lustre and greatness to the whole motion of their world, bringing closer the better times we long for.
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